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PRESIDENT SWYGERT RESIGNS
Raymond Archer to Take Position ·as· Interim President
By Lauren Bayne Anderson

Editor-in-Chief
H..Patrick Swygert, Howard's

tsth president resignedyestei;day,

FILE PHOTO

H. Patrick Swygert, Howard's 15th president resigned yesterday. Raymond Archer will replace him as interim president.

HU Campus
Police Strike
By Josef Sawyer

Managing Editor

leaving the university temporarily
without leadership.
Interim Vice Provost for
Student Affairs, Raymond Archer,
will fill in as interim president
until a replacement can be found.
Swygert faxed his letter of
resignation to the chainnan of the
Board of Tmstees, Frank Savage,
at 5 o'clock p.m. Monday, said a
university official who asked not
to be identified.
The board is responsible for
appointing a new president, but
Savage said he does not know
when that will be possible.
"The next board meeting is
not scheduled lllltil next month,"
Savage said. "But at that time we
will be planning for commencement."
Savage said the replacement

"I don't know when the Board will get
ar..,ound to appointing a new president."
--Frank Savage, Chairman, Board of Trustees

Chambers. will be replaced by
Charles Gibbs, who will serve as
interim dean of Residence Life.
Chambers said one of his
first orders of business as provost
is to re-write the student code of
conduct and remove visitation
from all dorms.
"I just don't see the need for
it," Chambers said.
Inside sources said Swygert
decided to leave his post as president after hearing that the board
voted to cut tuition by 20 percent.
The 20 percent decrease was
to be made up for by a salary
decrease for Swygert..
Swyert was listed by the New
York Times and Washington Post
as one of the highest paid university presidents in the nation.
"It just made financial sense,"
Savage said.
Swygert was llllavailable for
comment at the time of press.

may not be selected until mid to Williams, current assistant direclate summer at the earliest.
tor for publications will become
Archer, who has served as the interim dean.
interim vice provost for more
Caldwell-Colbert said she is
than live years, said he is exicted disappointed by Swygert's sudden
about the position.
resignation. Caldwell-Colbert said
"I am happy to assume the she will band in her _two-weeks
position," Archer said.
notice today.
In the meantime, more inter"It's a mess," Caldwellim positions will be created.
Colbert said. "The disorganil'.ation
Currently the university has is more than I can handle."
Inside sources said Caldwellmore than a dozen interim/acting
positions. Provost A. · Toy Colbert had already received
Caldwell-Colbert promised to fill another job offer prior to
the positions when first appointed Swygert's resignation.
as provost, in 2001.
Caldwell-Colbert declined to
Belinda Lightfoot-Wakins, comment on the mmor.
acting dean of student activities
Franklin Chambers, interim
will become interim vice provost dean of Resident Life will assume
for student affairs and Dana the title of interim provost. See SWYGERT page A2

HUSA Chief of Staff Launders Money

"Chief Smith has us operat•
ing under some type of left•
wing capita)ist system where he
wants to keep the rich, rich
[himself] and the poor, poor
[us)."
Banks said. Banks also says
next year budget has a two per•
cent pay increase for officers
while Smith is slated to receive
75 percent increase if the budget is approved.
"The man is a modern day
robber baron and we officers
will not stand for his tyranny
any longer," Banks said.
On his declared day off
Officer Alton Goodwine was
spotted in Burr Gymnasium
playing a pick up game of basketball with students.
"I ain't working for that
crook no more, he is a dishon-

Campus Police Chief
Reginald Smith enters a silent
headquarters Monday morn•
ing. No lights, no guards, no
workers, no coffee. The strike
has begun.
Almost 95 percent of the
Campus Police Task force,
which includes special crime
units and night patrol, are on
strike.
The strike began Monday
evening after Chief Smith and
the Officers Union failed to
reacl1 contract agreements for
next semester.
Leading the strike is Union
Spokeswoman and Campus
Police Officer Raebel Banks
says they are on strike because
Chief Smith refuses to raise
officer's pay but has been See STRIKE page A11
steadily increasing his own.

Jarvis Houston', HUSA c~lef of staff and ANC Ward 1805 Commissioner, was caught launderin~ money through HUSA.
The money was distributed to student organizations through the use of "H numbers" and then returned to Houston.
Inside sources said he was using the money to put a down payment on a house located in his district. Living In one's district Is a stipulation for being ANC commissioner. A total of $12,000 was laundered. University officials said they will not
press charges. Houston had no comment.

Towers Close, Rodents; ·s tudents Sent To Holiday Inn
By David Johns

Assistant Campus Editor
President Swygert announced
yesterday, before his resignation,
. that following the close of the
2003-2004 academic year the
Howard Plaza Towers will close.
An increase in reports of
rodents and other animals was
cited among a list of complaints
that lead to the final decision.
"It has been brought to my
attention that the reports are too
frequent and the problems, particPUJil"HO'rO
ularly the infestation of both the
The East and West Towers wlll close at the end of the
academic year.
•east and west Tower, are too much

1

J
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D.C. sewage plant.
"It's not surprising, the towers
look nice but there are all kinds of
things living in the walls," senior
undeclared
major
Takoma
Shanequa Jenki.ns said.
Larry Freelow, said he thinks
action was taken too soon.
"President Swygert did what
he bad to do," Freelow said. "I personally don't think that a few rats
are a big deal, tJ:ie students are too
spoiled, the complaints aren't
enough to just shut tl1e buildings
down."
TI1ose students who elected to
live in the Towers under the new

housing procedure will be placed at
the Holiday Inn on 14th Street and
Crystal City.
"I don't think the students will
complain about the Towers being
closed," Interim Dean for
Residence Life Franklin Chambers
said. "At least now they don't have
to complain about no 24 hour visitation."
For now students will have to
live until the close of this academic
year, with the problems in the
Towers.

See TOWERS page A2

I-Lab Close.
s Indefinitely, Students to Use Georgetown U. Lab
•
•

By Maryann James

have to close the I-Lab until we
get things back on track;!' •
Howard Chief Financial
In a statement issued today, Officer Henry G. Jackson said
the Provost's Office stated that the that the University underestimatI·Lab would be closed indefinitely ed the amount of income and
due to financial shortcomings.
spent too much on various prop"I hate to admit this, but we erties in the surrounding commuoverstepped our boundaries nity, including the CVS on
financially," said Provost A. Toy Georgia Avenue and five other
Caldwell-Colbert. "As a result of properties that they bought in
these mistakes, we're going to September oflast year.
Business Editor

,

to continue housing students in
them," Swygert said.
"The
University will work diligently
throughout the summer to correct
as many problems as we·can but
are projecting that the Towers will
be re-opened in the 2004-2005
school year."
The complaints cited during
the meeting also included frequent
water leaks, lack of hot water, rampant sentiments of home sickness
- educed by parents being turned
away because of the no 24 hour visitation policy and unsanitary odors
linked to mmors of the Towers
being built upon a longstanding

,,

The underestimation of
funds was not realized until
KPMG, the University's auditor,
reviewed the fiscal year budget for
tax purposes.
Once Caldwell was notified of
the financial error, she decided
that the I-Lab, which accounts for
one of the university's largest
daily expenditures, would be
closed lllltil further notice.
All computer labs, including

dorm labs and the Commuter
Computer Lab in Blackburn will
be closed as well.
In the meantime, Howard
University has formed a partner- •
ship with Georgetown to use their
computer lab facilities. However,
Howard students will be required
to pay a $1 fee for every 30 min-

See ILAB page A 11
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The ILab wlll close indefinitely.
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The front page of this edition is fake!
It was a joke to commemorate April Fools Day.
The Hilltop would like to thank all ''sources',. mentioned on the front page for being good sports!

Have a happy April Fools Day--from The Hilltop!
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Voices Affirmative Action Meeting, The Fight Just Begun
&
Views
By David Johns
Assistant Campus Editor

Holv lVill the
Supre,ne Court
rule in the
Affir111ative
Action case?

Melvin Barrolle
Africana Studies
Sophomore
"The swing vote eventually
will come down to
O'Conner. If she's our last
salvation we might as well
say next and get ready for
Roe \'S. 'Wade.·

Lights shone bright, tape
reels in cameras rolled steadily,
pens scratched on legal pads, and
people shut out of the filled. to
capacity mock court room leaned
against doors attempting to participate in the affinnative action
town hall meeting held Friday at
the Howard University law
school.
"Let the fight begin," panel
moderator Artur Davis said. The
closing statement summarized
the discussion while also e.,cpressing the overarching sentiments
for all possible forthcoming realities of African Americans.
For two and a half hours
notable leaders form the African
American community discussed
issues on and around the cases
being brought against the
University of Michigan before the
Supreme Court.
"It is important to contextualize the discussion and realize

l"H010 HY L\l RI :- HAY\t ·\'Df:.R\O....

Elaine Jones, direct counsel for the NAACP legal defense and education fund, speaks at the
town hall meeting on Friday.
that we are talking about two distinct and separate issues,"
declared Theodore Wells Jr.,
partner and co-counsel in a New
York law firm and amicus counsel

"My biggest fear is that the

decision will come down to
Mrs. O'Omner's swing vote.
With her track record. if it
depends on her tl1~ situation
is looking hmm ... nllt so
bright"

affinnati\'e action, what people in
this room understand is the racial
problems faced by Africans
Americans who have [experienced) a history of institutional

See ACTION page A7

Leading By Example: Town Hall Follow Up
By David Johns
Assistant Campus Editor
Friday, leaders from the
African American community

met during a town hall held at the
Howard University School of
Law. The event drew a national
crowd as C.Span broadcast the
proceedings and those unable to

Rosa Clemente

Jason L. Daniels
Pre-Physical Therapy
Sophomore

to Harvard, Yale, and Stanford
black law students associations.
"What's going on in the court
rooms is lawyer talk, tl1ere its
about diversity and the practice of

racism."
"We need to understand
what's really going on," urged
Elaine Jones, Director-Counsel
for the NAACP Legal Defense &
Education Fund. "Michigan's
reluctance to fight 'the good fight'
[is understandable) Michigan will
not fight for remcdjation, it would
open them up to admission of
past racism and more law suits.•
An audience member would
later underscore the selective
inclusion and exclusion of information specifically used in the
cases against the university of
Michigan.
Overarching eiq>ressions of
the panelists were often restated
by otl1ers and expressed as they
made amendments to previous
statements.
"It is difficult to discuss
everything pertaining to this
case," expressed Mishonda
Baldwin, National Chair of the

Rosa Clemente is a
black Puerto Rican grassroots organizer, journalist
and entrepreneur. As a
leader who is unabashedly
proud of her Afro-Latin
roots, Clemente has committed herself to making
sure the voices and views
of the 'hip-hop' generation
are heard and taken seriously.
The Hilltop:
In your opinion, what is
important for the youth to
understand with regard to
the affirmative action
cases before the US
Supreme Court?

ask them a few questions regard- Michigan's aflinnative action poling the state of civil rig]1ts in the icy and the role of the youth in the
United States; the possibilities if fight for equality and justice for
the Supreme Court decision is all.
against the University of

Charles Ogletree, Jr.
Charles Ogletree, Jr., is before the US Supreme
the Harvard Law School Court?
Jesse Climenko Professor of
C.O:
I
think
Law and reoently appointed that the most important
Associate Dean for Clinical
Programs.
Professor See CHARLES page A11
Ogletree is also a legal theorist who has made an
international reputation by
taking a hard look at complex issues of law. He cochairs the Reparations
Coordinating Committee.

•
R.C:
being attacked
front: police
homelessness,

be seated in the courtroom
pressed ears to doors attempting
to be part of the conversation.
The Hilltop caught up with
three of the panel's participants to

We are
on every
brutality,
AIDS &

See ROSA page A11

The Hilltop: In your
opinion, what is important
for the youth to understand with regard to the
affirmative action case

Julianne Malveaux
Julianne l\falveaux
is a leading intellectual
whose
provocative,
insightful observations
are helping to shape
public opinion in 21st
century America. Dr.
Malveaux, an MIT
trained economist, is a
writer and syndicated
columnists
whose
thoughts on national
affairs, the American
workplace and the economy appear each week in
more than twenty newspapers nationally.
The Hilltop: W h a t
would you suggest we, as

youth, do to contribute
to the ongoing fight for
racial equality in the

See JULIANNE page A11

Black Tuesday Protest Today at Supreme Court
By David Johns
Assistant Campus Editor

Krystal Grant
Political Science
Junior
"Because of the conservative nature of the
Supreme Court, l belic\'e
that thl' court "ill rule
against the t,; niversity of
Michigan."

Tramaine A. Hunden
Marketing
Sophomore
• At this point I think anything can go as far as the
Supreme Cou,t vs.
Affirmative Action.•
IIYH\R\!J, 11\11:f\\

April 1, 2003

Thousands of students
gathered today to kick off Black
Tuesday - poised to begin the
fight for racial equality in the
United States.
While at first glance, tht
students resembled the overexploited portraits of Black
Youth in the BET 'Spring Bling'
telecast of Black College
Reunion, held in Daytona, a
more introspective look into the
attitudes, agendas, and intentions of the students revealed

the seriousness with which stu- tivc action, that not only benedents from across the nation fits minorities but white women
have gathered at Howard as well, be attacked, angers me,
University.
it's insulting - the idea that a
Today's gathering and rally program Urnt stands to correct
held in Burr gym began the first the systematic prejudices of our
steps toward the march on the country will be removed makes
U.S. Supreme Court on the eve no sense and I have to find a
of the cases against the way to fight."
University of Michigan.
The majority of the stu"It's important to partici- dents gathered for Black
pate in the March and events of Tuesday shared in Gates' sentiBlack Tuesday as a beneficiary ments.
of affirmative action pro"With the direction that
grams," sophomore public rela- this country is headed in it is
tions major Stacey Gates said. important for black folks in par"To see a program like affirma- ticular to organize against the

racists politics of our country," mative action.
sophomore world arts and cul• Affirmative action ensures
ture major Patrisse Cullars our rights to an education - an
said. "Even though some black education that has historically
folks have 'made it', it's impor- been denied to people of
tant for Blacks to look at the African descent," junior Panbigger picture and realize that African studies major from
the majority of black people are Columbia University France
still struggling and arc still Brutus said. "Aside from the
working class."
fact that the president of
Black student organiza- Columbia University, Lee
tions from 'majority' institu- Bollinger, is the heavily
tions throughout the country involved in the cases [as he is
joined several Historically the former president of the
Black Colleges and Universities
to collectively express dissatisfaction at the attacks on affir- See TODAY page A7

Affirmative Action Forum Held at Blackburn Thursday
By Melanie R. Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer

of their decision would have on

A forum to discuss the
struggle for affirmative action
was held in the Blackburn
Gallery Lounge on Thursday.
The discussion was based
heavily on the A.miens brief
written to the U.s. Supreme
Court by four
Howard
University law students, filed
on behalf of the university in
opposition to the possible elimination of affirmative action.
"The A.miens brief let's the
court see the issue through
other people's eyes," said
Nadine Jones Francis, one of
the HU law students who put
together the brief. "We wanted
to show them what the impact

Other panel members
include Congressman Chaka
Fattah, Mark A. Dann of the
Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law, Dean Kurt
Schmoke of the HU law school,
Professor Harold McDougall of
the HU School of Law and HU
law student Robin Konrad on
the An1icus brief.
According to Konrad, it
was worth the 12 sleepless
nigh!s it took to complete the
brief. "Howard is speaking, and
this is why it's important," she
said. "We don't know if they're
going to read it, but it's always
going to be there and will be a
part of history."
Dean Schmoke, the former See FORUM page A1 1

us."

mayor of Baltimore, suggests
that the controversy brought on
by the issues regarding the
University of Michigan are just
as significant as the Dred Scott
case and Plessy v. Ferguson.
"We are discussing a
supreme court case at its very
root,• Dean Schmoke said.
"If race can not be considered on acceptance in any institution of higher learning, funding will be cut." Dean Schmoke
predicts that scholarships and
aid in research will be eliminated if affirmative action is
removed, along with half of the
annual revenues Howard
University receives.

The Hilltop
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Congressman Chaka Fattah participated In the forum held
In Blackburn on Thursday.
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Howard Hosts Special Olympic·s Over Weekend in Burr
"This was a lot of fun, more
than I initially expected" the
freshman psychology major said.
On Saturday Mar. 29, "Initially I w1derestimated their
Howard hosted 320 Special abilities, they were good (players]
Olympic athletes during the bas- and tbey were entertaining.
Eighty lower functioning athketball portion of the Special
Olympic games.
letes participated in indh~dual
The stands in Burr gym were skill activities while 250 higher
filled with students, volunteers, functioning athletes participated
friends and families of athletes all in a basketball tournament
The Special Olympics origigathered to con1memoratc the
28th year or the Special Olympic nated as a day of concurrent activities including bowling, voUeyball,
games.
"Howard hosted games all basketball, and field hockey. It
but one of the years," Associate has now evolved into separate
Chair for the Department of events, scattered throughout the
Health, Hun1an Performance and year, to ensure that athletes have
Kenesiology and event organizer the option to participate in each
Deborah Johnson said. "[Each activity without being overexertyear] what I try to do is get volun- ed.
"I come out for the love of the
teer support from HU students."
The percussion section of the game and the excitement of
Howard University marching watching my students play,"
band opened the activities.
coach for the Kennedy Institute
Josephine Stedman volun- team Karen Stevenson, said. "The
teered from 7:30 a.m. and called Special Olympics are important
all of the shots as the basketball because they remind the students
games play-by-play announcer that they are important - just as
until the medals were awarded at important as nonnal functioning
students."
3:45p.m.
By David J ohns
Assistant Campus Editor

PHOTO BY 0.4-VII> JOtr-.s

The winning team of the Special Olympics basketball tournament, Team Sofit, poses with
their coach at Burr gymnasium on Saturday.
The final game of the tournament was played between the
Kennedy Institute and team Sofit.
"'The gan1cs are great," sopho-

more player from Kennedy
Institute Tony Wall said. "I'm
having a lot of fun,• he said during
at half when Kermedy trailed Sofit

by five.
Sofit would go on to win the
gold medal with a victory over
Kennedy (33-21).

"It's good that we get to
come and play," 26-year-old
team Sofit member Daniel Bailey
said. "I had fun (playing]. It feels
good to be the champ"
Mamie D. Lee claimed the
second spot and the silver medal
followed by the team from
Franklin Institute.
TI1e entire day was marked
by smiling faces, cheers of joy
and exuberant e.'<))ressions of triun1ph from the athletes who participated in the Special Olympics.
The occasional pain of defeat
was quickly abandoned by selfless displays of team spirit and
friendship.
"It's important to get people
like me involved [with Special
Olympics] so that those of us who
underestimate the potential of
special needs athletes are able to
see how capable they are,"
Stedman said.
The sentiments of Stedman,
following the medals ceremony,
e."])ressed the emotional atmosphere of tlie Special Olympic
games.

HU Divinity Dean Appointed Shaw President Bush Requests
By Danielle Scrnggs
Hilltop Staff Writer
Clarence G. Newsome, who
has served as dean of the
Howard University School of
Divinity for 17 years, has recently been appointed president of
Shaw University in Raleigh,
North Carolina.
President
H.
Patrick
Swygert commended Newsome
on b.is accomplishment.
"Dean Newsome has provided strong and forthright
leadership to the School of
Divinity over the past decade,•
Swygert said. "We are sorry to
see him go, but we rejoice in the
fact that he is moving to a different level of leadership. The
en tire University community
extends warmest congratulatiot1s to him."
Newsome is the sixth member of the lloward community
who has left to lead an institu-

tion of b.igher education in the
last six years. He follows
Antoine
Garibaldi,
PhD,
Gannon
University,
Pennsylvania; Portia Shields,
PhD, Albany State University,
Georgia; George Johnson, PhD,
LeMoyne-Owen
College,
Tennessee; Steve Favors, PhD,
Grambling State University,
Louisiana; and Dean James
Donaldson (interim president),
Lincoln
University,
Pennsylvania.
Evans E. Crawford, who has
served at Howard for 45 years,
bas been named interim dean of
the School of Divinity.
For nearly half a century
Crawford has held the positions
of dean of Rankin Chapel, professor and acting associate dean
of Divinity, and interim vice
president
for
University
Advancement.
J. Carlton Hayden, who
teaches History of the Black

11k.lTOCOLRll \'l Of HOV.ARO.I l>l

Clarence G. Newsome.

Church at the School of
Divinity, admits he has "mixed
feelings" about Newsome's
departure.
"[Newsome] is an able
administrator. More important
than that, he is a visionary, a
developer," Hayden said. "He
has the qualities of a CEO. I feel
very honored for Shaw to get

him, but I'm sorry to see hinl
lost from the School of Divinity.
The School of Divinity requires
a leader to galvanize students
and faculty and get the
resources that the school needs.
Newsome did that and it won't
be easy to find a comparable
leader."
However, Hayden praises
the decision to make Crawford
the interim dean for the time
being.
•Everyone
Jo,,es
Crawford. He is utterly committed to Howard University. He
knows the institution very well
and knows how everything
works. He is truly a good man,
be is an e.xcellent choice and
there would be no one who
would disagree 1vith that."
Newsome is scheduled to
leave Howard for Shaw by the
end of March. Unfortunately,
Newsome was not available for
comment at press time.

Victor Scott to Lead Health Sciences
By Da n ielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer
Victor Scott, M.D. interim
chairman of tl1e Department of
Medicine in the College of
Medicine, has been appointed
the Interim Senior Vice
President at the Health
Sciences.
The appointment will take
effect on April 14. Scott will
serve as Swygert's "principal
ad,~sor" regarding health sciences capital planning, satellite
facilities and services, graduate
medical education and review
o f all h ealth sciences center

budgets.
The health sciences department comprises the Howard
University Hospital and affiliations, the College of Medicine,
the College of Dentistry, the
College of Pharmacy, Nursing
and Allied Health Sciences and
related programs and actil~ties.
The Provost will continue
to be responsible for the academic programs and academic
appointments
in
Health
Sciences Schools and College.
Scott, who has worked with
the university for 32 years and
held various positions College
of Medicine during his tenure,

is thrilled about his new position.
"I'm excited about [the
appointment], I'm grateful for
it and I'm looking forward to
uniting health sciences and
helping [them] work efficiently," Scott said. "I've been here
for so long and I've watched the
development of health sciences."
The newly appointed senior vice-president is confident
he \\~II do an excellent job.
"I've witnessed how efficient and inefficient it was. I've
seen mistakes made and corrections made," Scott said. "In

the past, I've been the president
of the medical staff, as well as
president of the Howard
University Physicians, which is
a group practice of clinical faculty in the College of
Medicine."
Scott has served on past
initiatives for the university
and on various search committees. The medical professional
said he has been preparing for
this position his entire career.
Scott said he also looks forward to being able to use his
role as Swygert's chief advisor
on all matters regarding health
sciences.

Money For War
Effort
By Anthony Chandler
Hilltop Staff Writer
President Bush is asking
for 74.7 billion dollars from
Congress to fund the war in
Iraq.
Bush stated, "My request to
Congress will pay for the massive task of transporting a fully
equipped military force, botl1
active-duty and reserve, to a
region halfway around the
world."
•eost being covered will
include fueling our ships, aircraft and tanks, and alrlifting
tons of supplil>s into the theater
ofoperations," Bush said." The
supplemental will also allow us
to replace tlie high-tech munitions we are now directing
against Saddam Hussein's
regime."
Bush emphasized that the
money would not be solely
spent on the fighting.
"My request includes funds
for relief and t'!.'COnstruction in
a free Iraq" !\Ir. Bush said.
"This nation and our coalition
partners are committed to
making sure that the Iraqi citizens who have suffered under a
brutal tyrant have got the food
and medicine needed as soon
as possible."
Maybe anticipating debate
on Capitol Hill about the
progress of the war and its
costs, Bush said he was asking
Congress for flc.xibility in the

allocation of the $ 74.7 billion.
"The wartime supplemental is
directly rela ted to winning the
war and to securing the peace
that will follow this war,• he
said. • I ask Congress to act
quickly and responsibly."
A senior administration
official said late Monday that
the money would cover anticipated expenses for only the
next six months. It will not
cover any war e.xpenses after
the end of the current fiscal
year, on Sept. 30, or the longterm costs of reconstruction.
The amount, one of the most
intensely debated figures in the
c.~pital, is the first real insight
into the expectations of the
\>\'hite House about the scale
and length of the war.
The official did not say how
long the White House expected
the confl ict itself to last,
although he did repeat the
recent words of Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
that the war would go on for
"weeks, not months."
While the White House
moved to pay for the conflict,
administration officials said
that Prime Minister Tony Blair
of Britain, Mr. Bush's closest
ally, would meet \\~tl1 the
President at Camp David on
Timrsday to discuss the course
of the war.
The request for war financ-

See WAR page A7

Dasha Kelly Signs 'All Fall Down' at the HU Bookstore
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

PltOm n\' \II t..~NII'

' E581rT

Writer Dasha Kelly graced the Howard Bookstore this past
Friday, signing and s peaking on her newest book.

A4

Dasha Kelly signed her new
novel "All Fall Down" in the
Howard University Bookstore.
Kelly said Friday tliat she
had no intentions of becoming a
writer while in high school and
college.
"111e first college I attended,
East Carolina, was on a "olleyball
scholarship," Kelly said. " At tl1e
next college that I attended,
Illinois State, I decided to go into
public relations - l didn't know
that I would be writing a novel."
After college, Kelly went into
perfonnance art and began touring tl1e country as a spoken word

artist. Kelly produced two spoken word CDs, "Mi.xed Greens"
and "Still Waters."
Kelly began her \\Tiling
career by freelancing and writing
short stories for various magazines such as Today's Black
Woman,
Upscale,
Black
Enterprise, and Black Collegian.
"I was writing short stories
for various magazines before I
considered doing a novel," Kelly
said. "I turned in many manuscripts to various publishing
companies. When Random
House publishing saw tl1c manuscript for 'All Fall Down,' they
encouraged me to tum it into a
novel."
Kelly received her inspira-
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lion for writing All Fall Down
from her fascination with mental
illnesses. She said that she wanted the characters to fully portray
the battles that people with mental illness go through.
''I talked to many doctors
and therapists when I was
researching for this novel," Kelly
said." I wanted to make sure tl1at
I did justice to the subject of
mental illness. I wanted characters that would do good to the
topic.•
While writing the noYel, tl1c
major difficulty for Kelly was not
writing the novel, but the technical aspects of publicizing the
novel.
"Because I am a new writer I

was not accustomed to all of the
details of publicizing the novel,"
Kelly said. "Obtaining agents and
setting up book signings are very
new to me, I never had to deal
with this when I wrote short stories."
Pam Meyer, a Pulitzer prize
,vinner, said"All Fall Down" is an
engaging story and the Kelly is
enormously talented.
"An ambitious debut novel,
All Fall Down is full of surprises,"
Kendra Stoey, Entertainment
editor of Upscale magazine, said.
"Dasha Kelly delivers and entertainment talc of love and betray-

al."
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Undergraduate Student Assembly Presents Spring Festival
By Ruth Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

pL
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UGSA Coordinator, Larry Brown Jr., works diligently
preparing for the Black Arts Festival occurring this week.

The annual Spring Black
Arts Festival, presented by the
Undergraduate
Student
Assembly (UGSA), will take place
during the week of March 30
through April 4. This festival is in
celebration of the various fom1s
of art on campus.
The Spring Black Arts
Festival began as a way for UGSA
to showcase the artistic talents of
Howard University students.
'1'he Spring Black Arts
Festival began in the late 198o's,
early 199o's,• Lany Brown, Jr.,
program coordinator for UGSA,
said. '1'he main goal of the festival is to encompass the various
fomis of arts and educate as well
as entertain students."
TI1e festival began on Sunday
witl1 a joyous gospel concert tl1at
featured the Howard University

choir and Steven Heard and
Corporate Worship.
On Monday, Cramton auditorium began showcasing premier pieces of art from various
members of Howard University's
art community.
Festival coordinators said
that they have included many
activities iliat students as well as
the community can enjoy.
"On Tuesday [today] we plan
to have trip to see Maddeus at ilie
Warner Theatre," Brown said.
"We also plan on having a fashion
show on Thursday and a Yard
Fest on Friday. We have many
activities iliat people will enjoy.•
\.\'hile iliere were not many
difficulties facing UGSA in planning the Spring Black Arts
Festival, one task iliat was difficult was obtaining outside assistance. Brown said that obtaining
contracts with outside sources as
well communications proved to

be the hardest task of the program
coordinators.
The festival coordinators
invited many special guests and
celebrities to make appearances.
Recording artist Fabulous ,viU be
performing during the L'Arque
Glace, fashion show on Thursday
and recording artist Freeway as
well as oilier celebrities will be
making appearances during the
Yardfest.
Because of the success of past
festivals, many students arc eager
to participate in this year's Spring
festival.
"I went to some of the events
during last year's festival and I
had a good time," Tracy Johnson,
a senior political science major,
said. "On ilie flyers around campus I see some of the things that
they plan to do and it seems like it
might be pretty good especially
the fashion show."
Freshman psychology major

Tim Wright said that he was excited about attending his first Arts
Festival.
"I have cousins who went to
Howard and they told me about
the Spring Black Arts Festival and
how good it was," Wright said.
"I'm looking forward to the yard
fest on Friday and seeing ilie
Maddeus play on Tuesday.
Students were also happy
with the low-ticket prices of many
of the programs of the festival.
" It seems like a lot of times
ilie prices of programs at Howard
can be ridiculous," Danielle
Crawford, a sophomore finance
major, said. • Most of ilie programs are inexpensive except for
the Maddeus play. This enables all
students to be able to attend these
events.
Tickets for all programs arc
available at Cramton auditorium.
For more infonnation call 8064194.

The Talented Tenth Comes to the Mecca
By Ria Marie Davis

talents to the Howard community and to gain hands on experience in their fields." The
Student organizations on group also plans to work with
campus may soon have a new several campus organizations
face with the emergence of The to establish effective compoTalented Tenili, an upcoming nents that will assist students
student group headed by Adam in personal and professional
Zane Perkins. Perkins, a sopho- goal achievement.
more Marketing major in the
A
Hip
Hop
Golf
School of Business recognized Tournament and an Internship
the need for outlets of creative Fusion Ball are events already
expression
at
the in the pipeline for the group.
"Mecca"because of complaints
Perkins believes that, '1'he
he received from colleagues.
golf course has become the new
"The purpose of The boardroom for consummating
Talented Tenth," he says, "is to business transactions, yet it
create opportunities for stu- still allows for flexibility and
dents to expose their creative the free flow of ideas. With hip
Hilltop Staff Writer

hop as the leading force for
African American youth we
hope that the Tournament will
create a window of opportunity
for young people working
towards economic empowerment."'
The "Fusion Ball" will be
another networking event
geared towards potential filmmakers, photographers and
student writers and will provide them with ilie opportunity
to interact with the "who's
who" of ilie industry and to
gain invaluable information on
the profession. "These indus-

See TENTH page A7
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Adam Perkins, the leai:Jer of the Talented Tenth group, sits fifth from the left with some
members of the organization.

WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY
TO PREDICT TH E FUTUR E.
HIRE YOU TO I NVENT IT.

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no
surp ri se to the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our
drawing boards. No wonder we re always looking to hire
the best and brightest. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the
most sophisticated technology on earth. To request more
information, call l -800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at
airforce.com.
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Starting
Businesses
Is Their
Business
By Jesyca Westbrook
Hilltop Staff Writer
Made up of approximately 20 students with majors
ranging from fashion designing to English and finance,
Howard
University's
Entrepreneurial Society is an
eclectic group of students
brought together for on e like
goal: starting their own business.
This club was started in
1998 to help students pursue
dreams of owning independent businesses and to gain
business experience.
Florence Pittman, a junior hospitality major, now
heads the club.
Although entrepreneurship and business ownership
is usually associated with
students in the School of
Business, there are currently
very few classes offered on
the subject.
The
Entrepreneurial
Society serves as a sounding
board for business ideas,
practicum, and learning
experience for students
before entering the real business world.
Pittman believes that
starting your own business is
a risk-y, yet worthy venture.
"Starting your own business is always a big risk," she
said. "We try to encourage
members to join corporate
markets and take the skills of
entrepreneurship they learn
along with them, so they
won't have to spend their
entire lives working for
someone else if they don't
want to."
Senior English major
Amanda S. Miller became a
member in order to broaden
her knowledge base.
"I came to the meeting
because I want to h ave my
own business one day and I
desire to improve my business acumen," she said.
Miller, who wants to
start a magazine tailored to
women's fashion, is learning
how to write a budget and
effectively market to specific
audiences.
"I think this group is
especially great because I get
business experience even
though I am not in the School
of Business," she said.
Ed Wagaba, junior business marketing major and
veteran member joined two
years ago after having the
idea of starting a similar
club. Because the small
organization already existed
on campus, Wagaba was simply able to bring his creative
ideas to the open club forum.
He now feels the group is a
good platform for n etworking and sharing knowledge.
"Although I am in the
School of Business, I hate the
idea of working for someone
else," he said. "If we all put
our minds together we can
do something big here."
Wagaba is one of the
many members that has
already begun to put his
business plans into action.
He works with "Team
Platinum•, Howard's Prepaid
Legal service cluster.
Having dedicated members and the ability to invest
time in your dreams is
important. Wagaba credits
rolling membership as one
downfall to the group.
"If we could get everyone

See CLUB page A1 1
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Ford Sells Products for a More Beautiful Future
soaps do and because they are
especially made for black people,•
she said.
Perkins' favorite Nubian heritage product is the mango butter,
which Ford said is a favorite
among
most
ladies.
Although the mango butter soap,
priced at $4, it is not the only
product in his little black bag that
brings Ford $250 to $500 in sales

booth that day as well. Lotions
that range from $9 to $12 will be
sold on this day along with many
The buzz of his alarm clock
other products.
From Baltimore to L'Enfant
fills the morning air. I~'s 5 a.m. He
Plaz.a, Ford walks the streets of
rolls out of bed in his section eight
Maryland and D.C. selling his
apartment that is soon to become
products at flea markets in hopes
a victim of gentrification.
He rises from bed despite the
of someday becoming a multimillionaire by the time he graduates.
odds that are against hin1.
The fact that he had to walk
But being a salesman is not
Ford's sole p.1th to reacllacross the stage of his
ing his sought after monehigh school graduation
tary
status.
without a single-family
Illegal
means
of
making
Ford
is
also
an
entrepremember in the audience
is no longer a factor that money did not attract him ... neur.
is the
discourages him from
Augustus Ford did not want nameClear-Shea
of Ford's company,
reaclling his goals.
to contribute to the demise which he started late last
Instead, it instills in him
the lesson to only
ofhis people. Therefore he year. Ford said once he
gets more funding for his
depend on hinlself.
found
another
way
to
business, he plans to evenThroughout his life,
he has performed simimprove his economic sta- tually open his own store
or have a cart in the mall.
ple jobs sucll as mowing
tus. He is a salesman.
lawns, walking dogs,
Clear-Shea will eventually
be a company that sells all
shoveling snow and
pumping gas.
kinds
of
African
Illegal means of making a
day. American-made products and
money, such as selling drugs did Ford said the only reason his sales services.
not attract him. The mere memo- can only reacll around the $500
Ford, who works alone as a
ry ofseeing his best friend's moth- mark is sin1ply because he runs
er die from that demon was out of products for that day.
See FORD page A7
enough to discourage him.
Traveling to New York once
Augustus Ford did not want or even h,>ice a week, Ford goes to
to contribute to the demise of his Nubian Heritage headquarters to
people. Therefore he found gather more products.
another way to improve his ecoAnd so Ford's sales rise again
the ne.xt day.
nomic status.
He is a salesman.
The yard, on a hot spring day
Ford, a 22-year-old electrical is like a playground for Ford
engineering major from D.C. is a because he said everyone he
salesman for Nubian Heritage walks by is a potential customer.
products, a company that special- And the Spring Yardfest schedizes in making natural products uled for April 5th will be no
exception.
for hair, face and skin care.
Carrying a small black zip-up
Ford plans to have a booth
bag, Ford walks the campus sell- set up on the yard to provide stuing lotions, soaps, body wash, dents with his natural products as
body mist and a plethora of other well as infonnation about eacll
products to Howard students.
one.
Nerissa Perkins, a sophoMango butter soap, Perkins'
more, electrical engineering favorite, will be at his booth on
major likes Ford's products for that day, but there are many othmany reasons.
ers products that he'll provide:
•r love Nubian heritage prod- Lavender and wildflowers, honey
ucts because they do not dry out and black seed, and African black
my skin like most commercial soap will sit in shelves at his
By Ashley Kelly
Hilltop Staff Writer

PHOfO BY ASIILEY KELLY

Au gustus Ford attempts to sell products to sophomore
English major Renee Melette.

Before You File . ..

As April 15 looms near,students can
look to a new source online that
makes filing easier.
By Maryann James
Business Editor

www.taxfreedom .com, nonprofit organization Financial
Freedom Project allows qualified participants to file their
federal and state taxes through
Turbo Tax for U1e web.
Qualified participants include
people whose adjusted gross
income amounts to $27,000 or
less and those who qua)ify for
the federal earned income tax
credit.
According to Day, the
process was easy too.
Filers simply log onto the
website, follow the instructions, and enter any tax information that is required. It also
offers the chance for people to
file electronically or print off
the return and send through
regular mail.
Day especially liked the fact
that she could file her taxes
electronically.
"You get your returns
faster," she said. "But if you

As the tax-filing deadline
looms near, many students are
left puzzled and unsure about
h ow to get their taxes filed.
With constant changes in the
tax code and having little to no
money to give to a tax preparer,
a student can easily be left out
in the cold.
However, junior Kyla Day
has found a way around that
problem through a new service
that helps low-income individuals, the Intuit Tax Freedom
Project.
Day found the website after
searching the Internet for a free
version of Turbo Tax, software
that makes the filing process
easier. When sh e found the
project, Day was skeptical of
the service.
"I was like yeah right," she
said. "But then I saw I qualified, and it looked pretty easy.
It was great.•
See TAXES page A7
Provided
through
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There are four categories of information that you need to have read} when you
prepare your return. E.xamples for each of these categories include:
Income
Forms W-2 for all jobs you or your spouse held during the year
Alimony received
Income from your own business or odd jobs
Unemployment or welfare income
Retirement income
Social security benefits
Federal and state tax refunds
Forms 1099 for interest and dividends received from banks, mutual funds, and
companies you own stock
Income from rental and royalty property you own

Expenses
Child care expenses
Medical expenses
Moving expenses
Job related expenses
Alimony paid
Federal, state and local taxes paid
Expenses from your own business or odd jobs
Expenses from rental and royalty property you own
Payments made to household employees
Deductions
Mo1tgage interest paid (if you own a home)
Charitable conhibutions of cash and/or property
Casualty and theft losses
Student loan interest and education expenses
Other Information
Social security numbers and birth dates
Sale and purchase records for any stock or other prope1ty you sold dming 2002
Bank routing transit numbers and deposit account numbers if you want any
refund directly deposited to your account
l,iformationfrom l1ttp://www.twifreedom.com
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Affirmative Action Town Meeting, ·The Fight Has Just Begun
ACTION from A3
National Black Law Students
Association. "Conservatives and
the media are [purposely] using
buzz words such as 'quota' and
'affinuative action' to speak about
the cases against the Univ-ersity of
Michigan," Baldwin said.
"The debate is framed in a
way that none of us want to talk
about it," Wells interjected. "[We
need to focus] on remediation,"
he continued underscoring the
panels consensus that a new
vocabulaiy and collective sense of
community needs to be created to
understand, address, and prevent
recurring problems such as the
present attacks on affirmative
action.
Many panelists agreed that

the cases against Michigan are
representative of a pervasive
problem of institutionalized
racism in our country.
"Michigan is a small battle,"
shared Charles Ogletrte Jr.,
Harvard Law School Jesse
Climenko Professor of Law.
"Fighting to keep Harvard open
for a few while they close Morris
Brown will hurt our community,
therefore affecting more of us.•
"If the money used by conservative think tanks to attack
affinuative action was used to
attack social problems [disproportionate administration of
health care, educational and
social security programs] we
wouldn't have these problems,"
stated Beverly Tatum, recently
appointed president of Spelman
College, supporting many of

Ogletree's sentiments. "It is
important to support black institutions," Tatum said, speaking
about the difficulties Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
will face if forced to absorb the
number of students who would
be shut out of small liberal arts
colleges.
Artur Davis, democratic congressional representative of
Alabama, successfully navigated
the panel through various points
of discussion touching on possible realities dependent upon the
opinion of the court and steps
that the African American community should take from th.i s
point on.
"We have won many cases
but haven't won anything at all,"
Ogletree said "Our reaction, as
lawyers, depends upon the opin-

ion of the court and not just what
they say but how they say it We
[as African Americans] can't be
satisfied until we change the terrain of America - until we don't
talk about race again, until a black
child born [in America] can say
that 'I have a fair chance in
America despite the fact tl1at I'm
born black."
•A decision overturning the
practices of the University of
Michigan will result in the re-segretation of higher education,"
Robin Lenhardt, fellow at tile
Georgetown University Law
Center, said. "Following Brown
[v. the Board of Education]
almost every institution of higher
education adopted tile Harvard
plan approved in education. If
tile court strikes it down, saying
the use of race is fatal in fact, that

you can't do what the Michigan
does- higher education will once
again be segregated."
Rosa Clemente, grassroots organizer, journalists, and
entrepreneur represented tile
voice of the hip-hop generation.
•·we need to support reparations
- if we can't get a govenunent to
admit tllat sla,·ery was a crime
against humanity [when tile rest
oftlie world stepped up to do so]
how can we get them to support
affinoative action," she asked.
The panel also included
George Curry, editor-in-chief of
the
National
Newspaper
Association
News
Service
(NNAP), James Fonuan Jr., law
professor at tlle University of
Michigan Law School, Wade
Henderson, E.xecutiye Director of
the leadership conference on Civil

Rights, Reverend A. Knighton
Stanley and Ron Walters, expert
on African American leadership
and politics.
An emotional conversation
about the future of race relations
in the US was often undercut by
the humor found in tile intersec.
lion of cultural perceptions and
political practices. The two and a
half hour conversation could have
lasted for days and while panelists unanimously agreed on the
necessity to continue having town
hall meetings and push to end
institutional racism the means to
achieve tllat goal were varied
What is not to be questioned is
the understanding tllat on April
ist the fight for affirmative action
and racial equality will ha,-e just
begun.

Black Tuesday Draws Support from Students Nationwide
TODAY from A3
University of Michigan] the
negative stigma surrounding
the practice of affirmative
action coupled witll the tendency for whites to scream foul play

Bush
Requests
Money For
War Effort
WAR from A4

when they arc not benefited is
something that we all need to
fight."
Leaders from the African
American community have
pledged their support for Black
Tuesday. The Congressional
Black Caucus (CBC) is sched-

uled to facilitate a town hall
meeting tomorrow in Cramton
Aduitorium.
"Members
of
the
Congressional Black Caucus are
excited to join so many students from around the country
in a discussion of issues that

affect the lives of each and
every one of u s," CBC
spokesperson Doug Thornell
said. "It is reasssuring to know
so many thousands of young
people will descend on the
Nation's capitol to show tlleir
support for involuntary admis-

sions politics that positively
affect diversity on college campuses."
.
Black Tuesday is jus t the
beginning of a continued fight
waged by tile youth of today as
well as the elder community
leaders with tile goal of forcing

the nation to recognize its
past's transgressions and work
towards a truly unified society
where conversations, marches
and protests, such as this, are
no longer necessary.

The Talented Tenth Comes to the Mecca
TENTH from AS
tries were targeted because of
the fact that it is difficult for
students to gain entry into
these fields. 1 believe that they
need to be mentored or guided
down the right path in order to
be successful."
Perkins said that the
Talented Tenth's visibility,
dedication and product would
differentiate th e group from
other organizations on campus.
"There are over one hundred
g roups on campus, but we only
see and hear from about thirty.
The Talented Tenth is here to
get stuff done. We have projects that have been in the
works for some time, but we

ing immediately opened a new
political front between the
White House and Congress,
including many members of
Mr. Bush's own party.
Lawmakers are increasingly
alanued about the cost of paying for the President's proposed
10-year $726 billion ta.x cut at a
time of an expensive war. The
senior administration officials
said the new war costs would
probably bring the fiscal year
2003 deficit close to $ 400 billion.
The $74,7 billion request
includes about $62 billion for
fighting the war; including
replenishing used munitions
and other materials to prewar
levels, about $8 billion for relief
efforts and immediate reconstruction; and about $4 billion
to better protect the United
States against what the administration says is the increase FORD from A6
likelihood of terrorist attacks.
The $8 billion in relief and salesman as "-ell as an entreprereconstruction would include neur said he welcomes the help of
$5 billion in aid for what the his fellow students in the fonns
administration officials said of investors as well as volunteers
were "supportive" countries in to help him get the word out
the region affected by the war, about Clear-Shea.
like Pakistan, Israel, Jordan, Ford currently has five student
and Turkey. The official said investors and feels it is important
Turkey alone would receive $1
billion, but refused to say what
for. On Marcl1 1, the Turkish
Parliament
rejected
an
American request, along witl1
$6 billion in grants and an
unspecified amount of loans, to TAXES from A6
use Turkey as a base for a
northern front in the war.
Congressional officials said owe, you still have up to April
tile Pentagon had wanted $95 15 to pay."
The Financial Freedom
billion for tile first phase of the
war for rebuilding Iraq in tile Project is a program provided
post war period, but the White as part of a partnership with
House Budget office cut $32.5 the TRS called the Free File
billion.
Alliance. According to the IRS,
Witl1 advanced word of the the goal of the Alliance is to
President's request, Democrats build a partnership between
on the House Appropriations public and private companies
committee
predicted
on that make th e tax filing
Monday that tJ1e final co~t of process easier for consumers.
the war, which will be borne
Formed by a group of tax
almost entirely by American software companies, the
taxpayers, could be twice tile Alliance h opes that the Project
amount requested.
will eventually serve as a

have n ot yet received recognition on campus." Perkins is by
n o m eans a n ovice to entrepreneurial leadership, he already
owns
an
entertainment/recording company,
Dream
Teem
Productions which he set up
in 2002. A family owned business afforded him the opportunities to be ahead of the
pack. "I started off by throwing parties so I just followed
my passion and opened my
own entertainment compa•
ny."
According to Perkins, he
stands behind the group's
mission, which is to motivate,
guide, mentor and do whateve r is n ecessary to help students achieve s uccess. He

says that "success is a desire
which can be achieved as long
as the necessary elements are
available. The Talented Tentll
is here for anybody who has a
dream, an aspiration and is

willing to work hard. I want all
events to signify the essence of
Howard University and to be
nothing but the best." As for
the long term, if a person can
use the ethos of the Talented

Tenth to achjeve their dreams
then I would have met my goal.
This is the legacy I want to
leave behind."

Ford Sells Products
for a More Beautiful
Future
for black people to work together
to improve the condition of the
community.
"It is time for Howard, as well as
other blacks to get together and
hold hands in order to improve
the economic status of our society," Ford said.

and
Howard University
present

Tax Crunch
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m od el for governments on
providing easy electronic filing
services.
Regardless of who owns it,
however, Day simply sees
www.taxfreedom.com as a
means of teaching college students skills they'll soon need in
the real world.
"I know a lot of students
think we don't have to pay
taxes or don't want to, but
they11 [the IRS] will catch you
if you don't," she said. "It [tax
freedom] teaches you in a way.
We're gonna h ave to learn it
sooner of later. We're almost
adults."

"RAISE YOUR FINANCIAL
IQ"

The Hilltop

A SEMINAR ON PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY

Please join us at this seminar and learn how to:
•Buy a house after college

•Consolldato your bllls
•Pay for grad/profeuional school
•Sta rt your own business
•Prepare a Monthly Budget
•Identify your credit score

•Invest

Dato: April 7, 2003
Time: 12:00-3:00 p.m.
Place: Armour J, Blackbum Ballroom

The Washington Post & Howard University Partnership
Committed to Education & Global Leadership for America
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New Orleans
against Chirac

Dead Man gets
Phone Bill at
Cemetery
(Intelligentx.com)•
In
Ananova a man wbo died in
1997 has received a telephone
bill at the cemetety where he is
buried. The cemetety received
the bill for David Towles at
Hillside Cemetety, Evergreen
Section,
Auburn,
Massachusetts, United States.
Towles was buried there in
December 1997. He died at 60.
Cemetety Superintendent
Wayne Bloomquist says he was
surprised to see the bill from the
telephone company Sprint for
12 cents, including 10 cents for a
call on Februaty 16, five years
after Towles died. "Our clients
here don't usually get mail," he
said.
A call to Sprint's automated
service on March 6 showed
charges on the unpaid account
had increased the bill to $3.95.
The bill has been handed
over to interim Town Clerk
Ellen Gaboury, who says she
will hold on to it for a while. "I11
have to," she said. "Mr Towles'
credit could be affected if it
remains unpaid."

USAF Rape
Claims Ignored
(BBC)- The US Air Force
bas removed the leadership of
its elite academy following allegations that dozens of women
cadets who reported rapes were
ignored or reprimanded.
Air Force officials said that
four top officials at the Colorado
Springs academy will be
replaced, two by women, in an
attempt to implement measures
aimed at providing a safer environment for the cadets. A fifth
person will retire.
More than 50 cases of
alleged sexual assault against
female cadets have been reported at the academy since 1993.
Many of the women
involved have consistently
charged that they were ignored
when the incidents were reported to militaty authorities.
"Change must occur and a
new leadership team to implement these changes is in the
best interest of the academy and
the Air Force," Secretaty of the
Air Force James Roche said in a
statement.

(AP)- French bashing has
even cropped up in Louisiana,
the bastion of Cajun and Creole
culture that for weeks resisted
the anti-French feelings that
surfaced
when
French
President Jacques Chirac
refused to support the war.
A movement has sprung up
to stop Chirac fron, attending a
December 20 re-enactment of
the Louisiana Purchase in the
New Orleans French Quarter.
President
Bush
and
Spanish King Juan Carlos also
have been invited to celebrate
the 200th anniversaty of the
purchase.
"President Chirac is unwilling to stand wjth President
Bush and our countty when we
need them in Iraq. So 1 don't
think he should come stand
shoulder-to-shoulder with us in
December," said Bobby Jindal,
a Republican candidate for governor, who was an assistant secretaty in the US Department of
Health and Human Services
until recently.
On his weekly call-in radio
show Thursday, GOP Gov. Mike
Foster commended Jindal and
said, "For some reason, he's
(Chirac's) gone off the deep
end."

Mentally Ill
Executed
(AP)- In Texas, A mentally

ill man who was spared the
death chamber last year by the
Supreme Court was executed
Wednesday for fatally stabbing
a woman during an attempted
rape.
James Colburn, 43, never
denied killing the woman at his
home in 1994, but his attorneys
had argued he should be spared
because he suffers from paranoid schizophrenia.
The Supreme Court last
year halted executions of the
mentally retarded, but has
refused such protection for the
mentally ill.The justices refused
to review his appeal and the
execution was rescheduled.The
Supreme Court denied further
appeals Wednesday night.
Colburn was convicted of
choking and fatally stabbing a
hitchhiker, Peggy Murphy, 55,
at his apartment just north of
Houston as she resisted a rape
attempt.
Colburn had been in mental
institutions at least twice and in
and out of prisons numerous
times for robbety, burglaty,
assault and arson.
The execution was the 12th
this year in Texas, the nation's
most active death penalty state.
With three more set for next
month, Te.~as remains on a pace
to top the record 40 carried out
in 2000.

Continuing Coverage: War in Iraq

Baghdad: Suicide MissionsRoutine Military Policy
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

The ground advance to
Baghdad by US troops may
have been paused, but amplified US led air strikes pound
the city.
Militaty officers in central
Iraq have commanded an
"operational pause" in the
ground advance to allow troops
to shore up supply lines, but US
Central Command denied the
halt in ground troops saying
that "a particular formation
pause on the battlefield does
not mean there is a pause."
Air Force Maj. Gen. Victor
Renuart said that, "It's important to put this operation in
context. We're continuing
exactly on the plan that we
would like....The morale of our
troops is exquisite.• TI,ere has
been talk that the pause which
is predicted to last four to six
days comes as a result of
"mounting Iraqi resistance and
overstretched supply lines from
Kuwait, up to 500 kilometers

(300 miles) away."
attack in the central city of
Reports from journalists on Najaf killed four American solthe scene have also said that diers; the first attack of this
"some troops have had their kind since the war commenced.
rations cut to just one meal a The attack was carried out by
day." Capt. Al Lock\>'ood, the an Iraqi army officer who was
chief
British
military dressed as a civilian. He "drove
spokesman, admitted that "the a taxi to a checkpoint near the
aggressive paramilitaty activity central city of Najaf, asked for
had not been anticipated by US help and as the soldiers
and British war planners. What approached it, detonated the
we've encountered is yes, some- bomb."
thing slightly different: paraBaghdad has warned that
militaty forces that weren't in "suicide missions against coalithe war-game profile.•
tion forces• will become "rouTI1e US air attacks have tar- tine militaty policy.• Iraqi Vicegeted units of the Republican President,
Taha
Yassin
Guard defending Baghdad and Rantadan cited that "this is just
Tomahawk cruise missiles have the beginning. We will use any
damaged Iraq's Information means to kill our enemy in our
Ministty which houses many land and we will follow the
foreign journalists.
Iraqi enemy into its land." Iraqi teleInformation
Minister vision reported that "Saddam
Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf Hussein awarded two posthusaid, "The strike was aimed at mous medals to the suicide
stopping the world seeing tele- bomber- junior officer Ali
vision pictures of the effects of Hammadi al-Namani and that
coalition bomb attacks and that the attacker wanted to "teach
Iraq would 'cut the snake [of the invaders a lesson in the
coalition convoys] in half."
same
manner
as
our
On Saturday, a suicide Palestinian martyrdom fight-

Speak Rover, Speak
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

much, so we don't think they
will mind spending $120 on
this product,• Masahiko Kajita,
Man's best friend may soon a Takara marketing manager,
become a source of informa- said during an interview at a
tion. As technology continues recent pet products convention
to surge forward and amaze us, in Atlanta.
a Japanese toy maker claims to
Takara says that it has
have developed a gadget that spent hundreds of millions of
can translate dog barks into yen developing the device in
human language. Now you may cooperation with acoustic
finally be able to understand experts and animal behaviorwhy your dog howls at the ists. Bowlingual consists of a 3moon, or the reason behind his inch long wireless microphone
frenzied barking at night or that attaches to a dog collar and
even his hostility towards the transmits sounds to a palmmailman.
sized console that is linked to a
Under
the
name database.
Bowlingual, he plans to begin
The console classifies each
sales in United States pet woof, yip or whine into six emostores, gift shops and retail out- tional categories- happiness,
lets this summer.
sadness, frustration, anger,
Tokyo based Takara Co. assertion and desire- and disLtd. states that they have sold plays a common phrase that
about 300,000 of the dog suit the dog's emotional state.
translator devices since its Dog diaty mode will record the
launch in Japan late last year. time and emotional states of
The United States houses over your dog throughout the day.
67 million dogs, more than six
Time magazine quoted the
times the number in Japan. Bowlingual one of the coolest
This has prompted optimism inventions of 2002.
for larger sales once an EnglishTakara
spokesman
language version hits America Kennedy Gitchel said, "Of
in the summer.
course people are always really
"We know that the skeptical at first, but once they
Americans love their dogs so see a demo they are amazed

and impressed.•
The $20 billion US pet
products market has seen solid
growth lately and this bas
fueled the launch of the product. There has been a steady
rise in pet ownership, which
has increased demand for pet
necessities as well as high-end
items such as air-conditioned
dog houses.
After the attacks on
September 11, 2001, many
Americans looked towards their
pets and their pets' familiar
routines for comfort and solace.
The trend continued as nationwide security was tightened and
continues even now in the
midst of the war with Iraq,
industty insiders say.
"As fear, tension and insecurity continue to rise in the
nation, people are turning to
their pets for comfort," says
Robert Vetere, executive vice
president of the American Pet
Products
Manufacturers
Association, an industty trade
group. "They don't mind spending more on them."
It's still not certain whether
that trend \\~ll hold when
Bowlingual hits the US market
though.
Danielle Ramsden, a pre-

Tracking Earth's Shifting Core
By Sea n J ackman
Hilltop Staff Writer
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The red dots represent different past positions of the
earth's magnetic pole
mapped by scientists In
the attempt to triangulate
Its correct position.

AS

In the science fiction movie
"The Core", the Earth's core
stops rotating and its magnetic
sheath collapses. A manned
mission is dispatched to the
center of the Earth to "jumpstart" the planet as this causes a
host of natural disasters.
While scientists admit that
there are things happening
beneath our feet that they do
not understand, and which
could have profound consequences for life on the surface,
they are sure that something
unexplained is happening to
the Earth's magnetic field.
At the center of the Earth
lies a ball of molten iron and
the motion of this ball create
electrical currents in the outer
part of the Earth's core. This in

ers."
Major-General
Victor
Renuart at
US Central
Command e.xpressed concern
about this kind of "unconventional attack" on US forces.
"These kinds of actions are
symbolic of an organization
that is getting a little bit desperate." Najaf, a small city just 120
kilometers south of Baghdad
and on the Euphrates river, has
been the area of "intense fight·
ing" between US troops facing
Iraqi forces as they approach
the Iraqi capital.
US forces have been subject
to deception by Iraqi officers in
civilian clothing who have carried out sniping attacks, but
now have to contend with the
added threat of the suicide
bomber. The suicide bomber
introduces an even more waty
element to this war on Iraq, as
Iraqi Foreign Minister Naji
Sabri says that "there are tens
of thousands of Iraqi men and
women who are ready to be
martyrs for any war against the
American enemies."

turn results in the planet-wide
magnetic field.
TI1is field shields us from
harmful cosmic rays, produces
aurora displays by channeling
charged particles shed by the
sun towards the magnetic
poles, and provides invaluable
navigational aid through the
use of compasses amongst
other tliings. But evidence suggests that the magnetic pole is
changing at an increasing rate.
Tracking the pole is a time
consuming job. Larty Newitt
works for the Geolab, which is
funded by the Canadian
Government, and his job is to
track the north magnetic pole
as it wanders. Evety few years
he undergoes an expedition to
attempt and triangulate the
position of the pole. A seven
hour flight from his base in
Ottawa to Resolute Bay, the

closest inhabited spot to the behavior changed.
magnetic pole, is followed by a
Newitt said, • ... it then
three and a half hour flight started to move faster. It is now
north in a 1\vin Otter aircraft moving northward, away from
which will land on ice. Canada to Siberia at a rate
Magnetic sensors arc placed on some four times faster than it
the ice in an attempt to sur- used to."
round the magnetic pole and
At this rate, it is expected to
triangulate its correct position soon move out of the range of
but eacl1 time they go back it's the 1\vin Otter aircraft, making
moved.
expeditions more difficult to
"We're follo\ving it across carry out.
the ice," Larry Ne\vitt said. "It
Solar \vinds influence the
jumps around from day to day Earth's magnetic field in the
and year to year and we have to upper atmosphere causing
keep track of it." Measurements short term jitters while activiof the pole in 1904 by explorer ties in the Earth's core cause
Roald Amundsen put it in the steady drift. However, the
approximately the same place magnetic field is also getting
as an earlier though less accu- weaker.
rate measurement made in
David Kerridge, of the
1831 by the British explorer British Geological Survey, said,
John Ross. Since then it wan- "There is strong evidence that
dered slowly northward until
the field is decreasing by about
, .
about 30 year ago when its five percent per centuty."
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Bowllngual- the device supposed to translate dogs'
barks- will be In US stores
this summer.

physical therapy seni or was
appalled at the device. "Why
spend all of that money to do
something you should be able
to do yourself? Anyone who
cares for their pet should be
able to tell their mood."
Renikko Alleyne, a junior
computer scientist major, was
also displeased with the product. Said Alleyne, •1 think it's
dumb and just another way to
make people spend money.•
Sharper Image Corp. and
Petsmart Inc., the top US pet
products companies,
are
among the retailers listed as
interested in carrying the
Bowlingual. However, Takara
confirms that no deals have
been reached to date.
The current theoty is that it
is the start of a geomagnetic
reversal, when the strengtl1 of
the Earth's magnetic field
decreases, and then returns a
few tl1ousand years later \villi
the north and south poles
reversed. This event occurs on
average about evety 250,000
years, according to scientists
who look back at geological
records, and is well overdue as
it has been 750,000 years since
the last reversal.
Magnetic measurements
made on the surface suggest
that a region of t11e Earth's core
under South Africa is of a different polarity to the rest of the
magnetic field in the core and
may die down or grow and initiate a reversal.
Whatever the result, it will
likely take thousands of years
and there is no evidence to suggest that similar events in the
past have seriously affected life
on Eartl1.
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The Kingdom of Morocco
wealth of culture available here.
The estimated population
as of July 2002 was approxiOther than ord inarily mately 31 million people, 98.7
dressed young men pretending percent of whom are Muslim,
to be students who may actual- 1.1 percent Christian and 0.2
ly be hustlers, there is little to percent Jewish.
worry about when visiting this
Morocco has an interesting
history,
for a long time they
beautiful and yet unexploited
destination.
fought for indep, ndence from
This country located in France and was constantly
Africa, just south of Spain, undergoing a formation process
bounded by the North Atlantic from 1956 through the late
and Mediterranean Seas and 197o's.
Algeria, is just a bit larger than
Each
region
within
California. Its capital is Rabat- Morocco possesses its own spejust one of the many cities in cial qualities which contribute
this country where you might to the whole national culture.
be able to delve fully into the Thus you must be prepared to
By Jonathan Grannwn
Hilltop Staff Writer
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The Kingdom of Morocco and its borders.

travel in order to learn and
experience as much as possible
about this nation. Morocco is
not all about buying carpets
and finding a nice fez. There are
many festivats year round
which one may enjoy, including
the Festival of Roses in Dad
Valley at the end of May and
beginning June, running for
about ten days. In Marrakesh,
there is the popular National
Arts festival.
Okay, enough already, you
can check out all of that great
stuff once you arrive. But don't
worry; getting there and enjoying yourself is as simple as buying your plane ticket. Your visa
can be purchased at the border
for no more than $10, and if
they give you any trouble,
according to • Adventures of
Morocco• (see address below),
a simple bribe will get you off
and running.
Once there, you have the
choice of the train system,
busses or taxis, as well as the
plethora of 'guides' who are
only too willing to take you
where you need to be. Don't
worry too much about the
'guides' however, they're harmless to the extent that you may
spend an extended amount of
time in leather or carpet shops.
Due to the length of the country
however, you may want to
spend the $75 for a plane ticket
from one end of the country to
the other as opposed to renting
a car at about $233 per week.
All in all, your experience
in Morocco seems to be worth
far more than you will end up

Ptt0TOCOUA'l'ESY WWW £A$LEYS.C0M

The fez hat is used in popular festivals in Morocco.
paying for. It is safe, they have a
stable political structure and
they support the US war against
Iraq; what more can you ask
for?
Oh one more thing, there is
a glut of graduates from tertiary
education. As a result, there are
regular protests and strikes
aimed at motivating the government to provide employ•
ment for the people. However,
the US and Moroccan governments are currently engaged in
trade talks. The proposed free
trade agreement would include
increased protection for intellectual property and specific
provisions to encourage the
development of e-commerce.
An FTA would also support
Morocco's efforts to expand
employment opportunities.
For more information feel
free to visit: Adventures in
Moroccohttp://icias.com/morocco/z_getting_a
round.htm or US Department
of
Statehttp://usinfo.state.gov/regional/nea/text/0424usmrc.htm.

Zimbabwe Strike Worsens Political Conditions
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

our youths to self-destruct, to going there to enquire about a beaten, 58 murdered, 111
tum them into career purvey- Daily News photographer who unlawfully detained, and 170
ors of violence, came from the had been arrested. The cells picked up, tortured and
A two-day strike in so-called democracies of the were so full T had to stand, released without being charged.
Zimbabwe
led
by
the West. It came from Britain, which was okay because my And those figures exclude the
Movement for Democratic from the United States of backside was so bruised I could women who are linked to tl1e
change
(MDC)
against America, from Holland and not lie down.•
MDC in some way who have
President Robert Mugabe's Germany through their ostensiThe police who have virtu• been raped for tl1eir political
oppressive rule has sprouted bly humanitarian or civic ally "become the foot soldiers of beliefs."
widespread violence against organizations. All these nations the Zanu-PF, Mugabe's party"
Independent human rights
supporters of the group.
were united in sponsoring vio- have denied most, if not all of groups, like the Amani TrustThe MDC charges that lence here."
the torture allegations. People have also been silenced and
since the strike "hundreds of
. A doctor at a hospital in the are afraid of denouncing outlawed through harassment
their supporters, including MPs capital, Harare, said that, Mugabe because th is might and intimidation under "the
and journalists, have been "More than 250 people have mean instant arrest and they draconian" Public Order and
killed, arrested, beaten, abduct- been treated there after being cannot even depend on the Security Act (POSA). The MDC
ed or subject to night raids." beaten by the security forces; police to protect them or their had given President Mugabe
Following the strike, Mugabe many had broken fingers or property because the security "until 31 March to agree to 15
warned that he has "instructed toes, some had broken legs." forces are partisan.
demands including ending torthe security forces to react Women have also charged that
In addition, the police now ture and depoliticizing the
promptly and vigorously to any "men in military uniforms have the support of some 9,000 police force or facing further
retaliation by the MDC," and stripped them, beat them, and young men of the Zanu-PF 'popular mass action'." But the
that "those who play with fire used guns to sexually abuse party who have been organized recent strike by the group has
will not only be burnt but con- them."
into a militia group known as only led to a significant escalasumed."
Gugulethu Moyo, a lawyer the "Green Bombers." The t ion of political tensions in
Mugabe also charged at a and director of the publishers MDC estimates "that between what An1nesty International
funeral of one of his ministers of the Daily News, says she was January and November last says is "a new and dangerous
that "the money used to organ• "beaten by five men in Harare year, 1,060 MDC acth~sts were phase of repression.·
ize the pretended strike, to pay central police station after tortured, 227 abducted and

Morocco Stands Alone
By Jonathan Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Kingdom of Morocco
has always been a leader in the
way that tl1ey have conducted
their international affairs. If it's
one thing that I have learnt that
I could depend on Morocco for,
it is to act on their conscience
and take a stand in the position
they believe in.
I was lucl.-y enough to
attend a lecture given by the
Deputy Minster of the
Moroccan Embassy, at the
Ralph Bunche International
Affairs Center. Hassan Hami
was invited by the simultaneous interpretation class in
order to give them some prac•
lice. At this lecture, the Deputy
Minister, who was accompanied by Fatiha Remh, his
Cultural Attache, discussed tl1e
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position of Morocco with
respect to their African neighbors, Iraq and the US.
It seems that if there was
one small nation that the US
could rely on, it would be
Morocco. In the 17oo's,
Morocco was the first country
to recogn ize America's independence. The Kingdom of
Morocco also sided witl1 the US
during tile cold war. But don't
get carried away, with what
seems like overwhelming loyalty. Hanni was careful to indicate that the reason that the US
has tl1eir support is because the
Moroccans agree with the ideological and moral decisions that
the US has been making in
these various conflicts.
And it is for the same reason now, why King Mohammed
VI and his nation have decided
to stand side by side with

President Bush, and in effect
Prime Minister Blair, in their
position against the regime of
Saddam Hussein.
Tbis is an amazing situa- th eir ties with neighboring
tion for the Kingdom of countries? Of course money
Morocco, especially since they must be involved. Isn't tltat
were one of the first countries what it always boils down to?
to join the African Union, a Some source of funding that the
body which is well comprised of Moroccans see as necessary to
Arabic nations. Morocco itself their survival.
has many Muslims within its
Maybe not; the Kingdom of
borders, yet boasts of being Morocco receives much less aid
quite culturally diverse and as than many other countries such
we can see quite independent in as Egypt and Israel.
thought. As a result of their
At any rate, at this point in
stance, Morocco is currently time, Morocco has nothing to
being ostracized by many of the gain from this political decision
natious who share similar reli- to support the US. The decision
gious beliefs and geographic may not be politically motivatlocation.
ed or portrayed. But it is a politSo why do they persist in ical choice. Hopefully, it will
supporting this nation so far work in their favor when USacross the seas and as a result Moroccan trade talks resume
open themselves up to losing after tl1e war with Iraq is over.

Global Politics
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Liberia I,nporting
Weapons Against
UN Ban
(BBC)· Liberian President
Charles Taylor has disclosed
that h is country is importing
weapons in defiance of a
United Nations ban.
Taylor said Liberia needed
the weapons to defend itself
against the rebels- and he said
the UN had been duly notified.
Liberia is under a UN arms
embargo after being accused
of supporting the former
rebels in neighboring Sierra
Leone.
Taylor made the remarks
on a visit to a camp for displaced people near the capital,
Monrovia, which was attacked
by Liberians United for
Reconciliation and Democracy
(Lurd) rebels on Tuesday.
The president also accused
the United States of indirectly
supporting tl1e rebels. He said
the United States had given
money to help train the
Guinean army, which he said
was backing Lurd.

China Joins Antiwar Protest
(BBC)· Tens of thousands
of people are expected to turn
out on peace demonstrations
in London, Berlin, Paris,
Barcelona, Rome, Athens and
several other European cities.
Police in China have given
permission for the country's
first anti-war protests on
Sunday but has strictly limited
the numbers allowed to take
part.
One demonstration is to
be held by a group of intellectuals in a park and another is
to be staged by students from
Beijing Un iversity.
The planned protests follow big demonstrations by
Muslims in Asian and Arab
countries after Friday prayers.
In the United States, antiwar organizers say more
demonstrations are planned in
several cities.
Police in Kuala Lumpur
used teargas to disperse 1,000
people who gathered in the
city centre.
They had been demonstrating outside the Australian
High Commission after being
prevented from marching to
the US embassy.
Marchers also clashed
with riot police in South
Korea, where thousands of
activists marched through
Seoul.
The demonstrators were
demanding that the National
Assembly reject a government
bill authorizing the dispatch of
600 military engineers and
100 medical personnel to support US forces in Iraq.
Police in Australia said
more than 15,000 people
marched through city streets
in Melbourne to protest over
the government's decision to
send troops to Iraq.

Israel to Cut
Spending
(BBC)- Israel's cabinet has
overwhelmingly voted in favor
of sharp cutbacks in public
services to try to revi,•e the
country's battered economy.
The decision, which could
mean 10,000 sackings of public sector workers, a 10 percent
cut in civil servants' salaries
and cutbacks in public pensions, opens the door for
$1obn of additional US aid.
But the 11bn shekel
($2.3bn; £1.5bn) package,
designed to reduce Israel's
massive budget deficit of 6
percent of national output,
still has to be approved by

Parliament in a series of votes
beginning on 14 April.
The religious rightwing
parties in Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon's coalition could yet
follow the lead of two National
Religious Party ministers, who
alone among the 23 Cabinet
members opposed the plan.
They object to cuts in child
benefit and other spending
important to the more orthodox segment of the population,
wh ich forms their power base.

B WIA Will Stay
(Trinidad
Guardian)·
Insisting it was in the air to
stay, BWIA on Friday strongly
denied an Express news report
that suggested the airline
could close in 24 hours.
The airline has written to
managing
director
of
Caribbean Commun ications
Network, Craig Reynald,
demanding the Express retract
Friday's lead story, or the airline will consider its legal
options.
The story had a sub-headline "Airline could shut down
in 24 hours•.
-That headline put us at
odds with our traveling public,
our staff and the Government,
our one potential source of
desperately needed assistance; a BWIA spokesman
said Friday.
The BWIA spokesman said
the report had caused an international uproar, as there had
been widespread cancellations
of bookings in its wake.
BWlA president Conrad
Aleong said: "Like every other
airline, we have been deeply
affect ed by the war in Iraq,
which is beyond our control,
but we arc not \\i thout plans
and not without options.
"While today's Express
headline is very disturbing, it
does not reflect reality. There
is no way BWIA would issue an
ultimatum to the Government.
There is no need to panic BWlA will not close down
today."

Oil-for-Food
Resumes
(BBC)The
Uni ted
Nations Security Council has
unanimously adopted a resolution clearing the way for the
oil-for-food humanitarian aid
program in Iraq to resume.
The resolution trans{crs
control of aid distribution
directly to the UN SecretaryGeneral, Kofi Annan.
President Bush immediately welcomed the move,
which his spokesman said
underlined the international
will to give humanitarian
assistance to the Iraqi people.
In another move, the UN
on Friday launched its biggest•
ever international aid appeal,
seeking more than two-billion
dollars to meet the immediate
needs of the Iraqi people.
A UN Children's Fund offi cial said he feared a "catastrophe of unforeseeable dimensions• if the international
community did not intervene
quickly ,,1th humanitarian aid.
Carel de Rooy of Unicef
said nearly a quarter of Iraqi
children under five were
chronically malnourished and
the situation had worsened
since the food-for-oil program
was suspended just before the
outbreak of war.
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Harold J Eichelberger
Erin M Ellion
Jessica L Ellis
Raven I Elosiebo
Lakiya C Emerson
Akunna E Enwereuzor
Sylvia M Esset

Daphne D EvansMckenzie
Angela R Everen
Javita D Everhart
Keanna C Faircloth
Danielle M Fannings
Sheronda R Farrow
Fiker E Fassil
Ingrid R Faulkerson
Raven S Featherstone
Brandon J Felder
Tonesia R Fenton
Jeanelle L Ferri!
Sheree L Fitzgerald
Colin A Flaveny
i'htasha X Fleming
Geneva A Flemons
Danielle N Flournoy
Tamika L Fluker
Devyn C Forner
Natasha N Fontaine
Taryn K Fortune
Crystal M Foster
Darlene G Foster
Latrice R Foster
Kenny M Foumillier
Derrick A Fox
Donovan B Fox
Talia U Fox
Ruth D Francis
Tracy A Francis
Jessica W Franklin
Pamela L Franklin

.

Rochelle Frankling
Erica D Franks
Vanesha S Frazier
Crystal L Frierson
Mckenzie A Frye
Tiffany C Gainer
Louisa C Gaiter
Nicholas R Gant
Nicole S Gant
Mariel A Garcia
Joseph L Gaston
Kasim I George
Solaide T George
Iman A Gibbons
Tepper MGill
Fonta J Gilliam
Ebony L Glenn
Natalie S Godbee
Mia LGoins
Ronald P Goodlett
Angel E Gore
Marisol M Gouveia
Valencio B Graham
Michelle A Grainger
Cristal S Grant
Krystal K Grant
Tamara S Graves
Angela D Gray
Lynval G Gray
Gregory T GraysThomas
Wynnet D Green
Daphney Guillaume
Hazel S Gumbs
Charles E Gunter
Keyteshia P Guy
Desni Ann N Hacken
Cynthia A Hadley
Heather S Hairston
DebraT Hall
Theresa G Hall
Brinany E Hamelers
Sarah Hamid
Safiya A Hamil
Clive D Hanson
Erica D Harper
Johnnjalyn S Harper
Baye C Harrell
Darcy N Harris
Keith WHarris
Kristin R Harris
Mark E Harris
Alice L Harris
Cenobia Harris
Lasana T Harris
Rabiah L Harris
Elizabeth Harrison
Laprecious L Harrold
Shayla L Hart

Pilar B Harvey
Jonathan D Hatchell
Melanie M Henderson
Nekol E Henderson
Tomas A Henderson
Triona H Henderson
Brandon V Henry
Angela L Henson
Jimmy A Hernandez
Agen J Herring
Ashantice K Higgins
Brandon A Hill
JaMelle R Hill
Jeri D Hilt
Aziza C Hines
Brandon W Hogan
Alexis V Holloway
Eric M Holmes
Ashley Honore
Jonathan M Houston
Kristen M Howard
Aisha K Hubbard
Renee A Huggins
Finie K Hunter
Unique I Hunter
Brianne S Hunter
Khaya L Hyman
Ronald L Hysten Jr
Delores I lbetoh
Pauline ldogho
Ngoma E lroabuchi
Centrina J Jackson
Evandra R Jackson
Michael A Jackson
Ticaria L Jackson
Zakiya T Jackson
Precious L Jackson
Tiffany L Jackson
Keston L Jacob
Rochelle V Jacobs
Brandi N James
Manine A Jean
Kendall D Jefferson
Craig H Jelks
Joanna L Jenkins
Rachael D Jennings
Kimberly Jernigan
Toiya M Jimerson
Eleisha P John
Brandon M Johnson
Britt C Johnson
Jame' C Johnson
Sonia D Johnson
Tiffany D Johnson
Crystal L Johnson
Ebonee J Johnson
Rashauna R Johnson
Tamisha Johnson
Natalie D Jolivet
Carlesa L Jones
Deanna R Jones
Melva L Jones
Tanisha L Jones
Tracie L Jones
Candace N Jones
Chelsea R Jones
Chervonti J Jones
Dajuana E Jones
Marlette E Jones
Tamra N Jordan
Kendis MJoseph
Rhys A Joseph
Jessy Joykutty
Jacqlyn A Joyner
Aminata C June
Apolo K Kaggwa
Udodirim O Kaja
Maria A Kane
Brian H Kasoro
Sekinat T Kassim
Kristen N Kenan
Aisha N Kendall
Yolonda V Kerney
Shane M Khan
Kawana T King
Kimberly N King
Colene Kirk
Karmen T Kizzie
Tylon D Kondowe
Alicia R LaChapelle
Meredith K Lane
Patricia E Lane
0

Stephanie M Larsosa
Kerrie S Lashley
Stanton M Lawyer
Jodiann T Ledford
Princess H Lee
AshleyN Lee
Norma N Lee
Timothy D Lewis
Alesha R Lewis
Chequan A Lewis
Gamena E Lewis
George B Lewis
Joy D Lewis
Djinge M Lindsay
Angela R Lipscomb
Krystal A Linle
Arabella F Linlepage
Adana A Llanos
Karla E Lockard
Lakishia Lockhart
Jai S Long
Vall ine M Loten
Melody R Louis
Marcel A Luten
Jessica R MacAuley
Parrish Mackey
Jasmine M Maddox
Jennifer L Maddox
Cindy M Madkins
Sharyea J Mahan
Xaverie N Mahop
Canute A Malcolm
Mary K Maneno
Kavita P ManoharMaharaj
Jennifer E Martin
Lesina M Martin
Michele L Martin
Julisara P Mathew
Eryn A Mathewson
Akida G Manhews
Darrell L Maxwell
Jacqueline T Mayes
Kwame S Mbalia
Gaelic O Mbeyadoba
Madra D McAdoo
Troy W McArthur
Krista Z McBayne
Jo Von M McCalester
Verisha L McC/air
Lakeisha M Mcclary
Stacey Ann K
McDonald
Kenyan R McDuffie
Jessica E McGhee
Travette M McNair
Maya D Mcpherson
Renee M Mcpherson
Nicole E Mebane
Jessica J Mercer
Kareem J Merrick
Justin D Metzner
Kiarra A Miles
Tabitha A Miller
Ano M Miller
Sara A Mills
Ja'Nae N Milton
Nikoa L Milton
Tiffany L Minor
Nadia M Mirza
Jonathan I Mitchell
Roben D Mitchell
Tariq R Mix
Tiffany D Moffen
Jermaun M Moore
Sherrnayne J Moore
Tashina Y Moore
Candace S Moorehead
Jason A Morancie
Ayisha A Morgan-Lee
Nicholas I Morris
Kasey Y Morrison
Maya M Morton
Candice I Mosby
Courtney R Mosby
Gyasi E MoscouJackson
Nicole A Moss
Claudia C Mouamba
Nichole J Mounsey
Kadia Y Mullings
William Murphy

Endea N Murry
Irene WMutaku
Don D Myles
Suleika A Myrie
Antonnetc MNamai
Ivan G Navas
Colin N Nchako
Aaron J Nelson
Maritza S Nelson
Kaye-Anne L Ne\\1on
Vata S Nganda
Amy Nguy
Monique S Nichols
Nwamaka Nkele
Leeanet L Noble
Sherise C Noel
Jenie Z Norfleet
Tiffany C Norwood
Melanie N Nowell
Uchechukwu 0
Nwamara
Sarina C Oden
Tierra M Odom
Marianna B Ofosu
Malika S Oglesby
Ngozi C Okeke
Patricia O Okolie
Onyeka Okonkwo
Ganiyat O Oladapo
Ngozi M Omenka
Oge C Onwudiwe
Andrew Othieno
Jessica J Owens
Robtel N Pailey
Danielle R Palmer
Christina Pardo
Sherine A Patterson
Darryl A Payton
David F Peavy
Maya R S Perkins
Kevin S Persaud
Alexis A Peskine
Zina V Peters
Allina T Phaire
Paul A Phifer
Melanie N Pilgrim
Keisha M Pinnock
Moulton
La'Nail R Plummer
Chrisna Pompi/us
Kayon L Porter
Shirron L Posey
David R Powell
Leonie M Prao
David S Pulley
Jacques R Purvis
Nikia M Quigley
Kendra Quinn-Ward
Zarinah M Raheem
Sulman J Rahmat
Shweta Ramsahai
Krista M Rauceo
Jason L Ravin
Counney W Redman
Jenese R Reid
Victoria M Reyes
Charles A Reynolds
LaKesha R Rhodes
James Richard
Julie A Richards
James R Richardson
Vincent B Richardson
Courtney S Richardson
Jonathan A Richardson
Demitri Richmond
Jona1hc111 D Riddix
Ryan W Ridley
Melissa T Rieta
AIlana N Roach
Annique S Robens
Jacquena T Roberts
Lakesha Robinson
Preston J Robinson
Mark A Robinson
Stephen E Robinson
Aliya S Rocker
Jfe Rodney
Natasha A Rodney
Erika T Rollins-Tappin
Darlene J Romious
Lesley-Ann Roper
Sheteka K Ross

Marybeth R Rowan
Dara T Royer
Arlethia E Royster
Belvey M Russ
Ashley M Ryles
Billie L Saddler
Rodlena I Sales
Corrine L Salmon
Shiva K Sandi II
Onira T Sanerwhite
Alicia K Savage
Juliene B Scantlebury
Tiffany RScon
Shea LScott
Ryan MSeaforth
Fareeda J Shabazz
Qadriyyah ShamsidDeen
Jeremaih Shannon
Izola T Shaw
Crystal D Shelby
Deirdre D Shelton
Martine N Shorter
Oionandrea F Shorts
Rohiatou Siby
Marianne K Simon
Michael E SimontacchiGbo
Errin E Simpkins
Simona M Simpson
Lance L Sims
Tiffany Sims
Michael B Simzak
Jervonne FSingletary
Mia P Sizer
Ancy Skariah
Aurelia Skipwith
Jocelyn D Slaughter
Chanelle L Small
Aaliyah D Smalls
Dedree S Smart
Cordia A Smart
Anya KSmith
Brande' N Smith
Casselle A Smith
Kemani RSmith
Ariel LSmith
Brasilia D Smith
Darius M Smith
India N Smith
Lenise WSmith
Vallyn L Smith
Tsione Solomon
Jameel R Sparrow
Alexis S Speight
Angelina A Spicer
Linda L Spruill
Massah M Squire
Nesibneh ASt Hill
Kisha I Steele
Kerri-Anne M Steer
Sharla T Stevens
Brea Stevenson
Courtney S Steward
Kasha Stewart
Qyana M Stewart
Cecily A Stewart
Michael Stewart
Michelle R Stovall
Karl T Straub
Trisha MStupart
Dorothy K Suebang
Rabiah L Susberry
Honora I Swain
Aquiyb K Sylvester
Colin C Syphax
Shane' A Tate
Mona A Taylor
Venus B Taylor
Lidia TTekle
Monica DTempro
Ashleigh RTerrell
Semhar Z Tewelde
Kristin MThelemaque
Jami Ila N Thomas
Sasha A Thomas
Tamara Thomas
Doria E Thomas
Tiffani L Thomas
Kerel V Thompson
Keishi_a MThorpe
Nicole A Thorpe

Brian Tinsley
Stephanie J Tisdale
Kia M Tollen
Porshia MTomlin
Kymberlee T Towns
Noelle N Trent
Tiffany A Trice
Jendayi S Trimble
David L Trotter
Sadie M Tucker
Akilah K Tucker
Andrew G Tucker
Calvin Turner
Terri L Turner
Tiffany C Turner
John A Turner Ill
Cameron N Tyler
Tiega N Varlack
Christopher J
Varughese
Lisa M Wade
Shomari B Wade
Tryphena M Wade
Malaika A Wainwright
Jonelle D Waldropt
L2Toia D Walker
Naima C Wallace
Cherie D Warner
Gary A Warner
Dionne J Warren
Sterling A Washington
Alistair Watkins
Andrea C Watkins
Raymond L Watson
Roxanne S Weir
April S Wells
Shanelle C Wells
Kenny D Wesley
Sharlette West
Derrick P White
Mercedes N White
Terra N White
Jamal! C White
Alana N Whittaker
David W Whitted
Alexis E Williams
Pollyanna S Williams
Janelle A Williams
Jenelle R Williams
Krystal S Williams
LaTodra M \Vi/Iiams
Lauren R Williams
Mark A Williams
Sheneika C Williams
April J Wilson
Sha/a D Wilson
Tanya K Wilson
Felicia A Winborne
Michael C Winfield
Kamillah N Wood
Kristinza R Woodard
Brian K Woodard
Lisa M Wooden
Ashanti W Woods
Brian C Woodward
Dwayne A Wright
Kalisha D Wright
Shaessa L Wright
Columbus Wynn
Mahogany M Yancey
Evita L Young
Roland W Young
Jennifer M Young
Madelina M Young
Santa M Young II
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In your honor for making the Dean's List, we invite you to
a Reception on Friday, April 4, 2003, 5 p.m.
Blackburn Center Ballroom

Congratulations on an Exemplary Academic Performance!!!
AlO
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Leading By Example: Rosa Cl-emente

Forum
Held at
Blackburn
Thursday

ROSA from A3

FORUM from A3
Other concerns within the
black community were also
addressed, in which more
quality education was the
main topic of discussion.
Professor McDougall suggests
that suburban schools are
protected from minorities.
"There is a bias in curriculum, special education classes
and discipline," he said, "and
you must attack it at every
level." Professor McDougall
proposed that changes in the
learning em~ronment of black
students, retraining teachers
and improving organizations
and institutions to dispose of
educational racism.
Congressman
Fattah
agreed. •( think it's critically
important that we don't just
sit back," he said. "African
American children are three
times more likely to liave
uncertified teachers. We need
to improve K-12 education:
According
to
Congressman Fattah, 12 briefs
were filed on behalf of whites
at the University of Michigan;
however, some of these briefs
were submitted by "think
tanks" that are unaffiliated
with any organizations. On
the other hand, over 80 briefs
were filed in opposition.
"This decision could make
or break having diverse education in this country," said
Konrad. "We did it to Jct them
know Howard students have a
voice. If we sat back and didn't do anything, it would be a
disgrace."

you suggest we bridge that gap?

R.C:
There is a gap because a
HIV, no access to adequate medical lot of older people from the Civil Rights
care- everything that we have they want Movement and even the Black Power
to take away - and that makes our strug- movement are not really letting young
gle more real and immediate.
people step up and take the lead.
We are being attacked on every level
They talk about wanting us to take
and while some may see this just as a SYS- the lead but as soon as they disagree with
temic attack, not affecting those of us at a our tactics, be it civil disobcclience, direct
grassroots level, the inability to receive a action, or public speaking, they want to
higher education will change our entire step back in.
community.
It's important t<" know that no matter
T.H:
With that said, what do
where or how they attack us, we will you think is important for the youth, or
resist. My generation has to make it the hip-hop generation to know, in
known and understood that we stand in a assuming positions of leadership?
continuum of a history of black and
brown people who have resisted their
R.C:
The hip-hop generation,
entire lives - we stand in the history of those born between 1968-1984, first has
strong African and indigenous people.
to know our history. We have to know our
history, respect our history, and underT.H:
Do you perceh·e there to stand that older people still hm·e much to
be a gap separating the youth of today and contribute to the movement. We need to
the older generation? If so, how would learn the lessons that they learned so that

we don't make the same mistakes. We
also have to have the faith and moral
principles that [coupled with our talents
and intellectual capabilities] will catapult
us into the arena of grassroots [and mainstream) leadership.
The times of one black leader, one
latino leader and those five or so people
who speak for all of us arc over - we have
to include a lot of different people that
will represent a lot of difference perspectives on how to get things done.
T.H:
How do you suggest the
'hip-hop' generation or the form of hiphop be used in the fight for racial equality?
R.C:
I think that first we have
to form some type of politieal agenda and
then from that form a political party that
includes all black and brown I)llOple 'afro latin and caribbean folk' - and set
an agenda that speaks to black and brown
power in this country and how, in differ-

ent ways, we can achieve that power.
We have to decide what we arc going
to do - not allow the powers that be
decide what they would like us to do.
T.H:
What would you say in
response to the assumption that the youth
of today is apathetic and uninvolved in
the continued struggle for equal rights?
R.C:
I think it's a silly
assumption that the hip-hop generation
isn't doing anything. l ean name 20
organizations off the top of my heard that
are working on all types of issues - stopping the prison industrial complex, battling homelessness, protesting the war fighting not just for civil rights, but for
human rights.
My generation is miles ahead of
where people think we are and people
think we are being apathetic. The lack of
media attention is no reason to assume
that we aren't getting things done.

Leading By Example: Charles Ogletree
CHARLES from A3
issue in tl1e Supreme Court case is the fact
that we can't rest with our suoccsses of the
past. Many of us felt that the court's decision in [Regents of University of California
vs.] Bakke in 1978 answered the question
of maintaining diversity forever.
Unfortunately, we know now that Bakke
only preseived a thread of that and now we
have a lot to accomplish as we go fonvard.
The battle on April 1is the lynchpin for
the future of race in America and we have
to make sure that the students are prepared to fight to maintain tl1eir access to
equal opportunities and persuade those in
power of the true values of diversity.

blessing in America.
Brown was certainly a remarkable
achievement by Howard trained lawyers,
including Justice Marshall and Attorney
Oliver Hill, but America has been incredibly slow in achieving full racial diversity
and forces us to question whether all deliberate speed was designed to prevent full
racial integration from ever happening.
T.H:
Times have seemingly
changed as street signs no longer read
'white only.' Do you think a child will ever
have a 'fair chance' in America, in spite of
being born black?

C.O:
Ithinkyouhavetohavca
lC\·cl of optimism and be confident that
there will be an opportunity for meaningful
T.H:
Nex1ycarmarksthc5oth
anniversary of Brown v. Board of integration and a fair chance in America.
There is a palpable difference in our
Education- do you believe that we, as
African Americans, hm·e benefited from view of equal access to civil and criminal
justice in America, and even though it is
affinnative action. Why or why not?
disappointing, where we are now, I am
optimistic
with the energy, creativity and
C.O:
The irony of the Brown
insight
of
the
younger gen~ration and tl1e
decision is that it has created a mixed

spirited resistance that many of them show
the children of the ne.xt generation will be
able to succeed.
l also think that many young people,
whether talking about reparations or
resistance to war and a push for peace or
the insistence on access to many more
opportunities are creating great platforms
for the youthful generation and I am optimistic about where we are heading in the
future.
T.H:
As one of the leading
lawyers in the fight for reparations - how
do you see that fight as related to the cases
before the US Supreme Court?
C.O:
The
Reparations
Coordinating Committee has filed a federal lawsuit in Tulsa, Okla. on behalf of the
swviving ,·ictimsofthe 1921 race riot in the
Greenwood section of Oklahoma and on
behalf of their descendants. Our goal is to
look back at the horrors of slavery, Jim
Crow segregation and other forms of racial
e.xclusion and to make sure that America

recognires its past transgressions.
The Reparations mo"ement is imporu
tant because many people think that the
country has done all that it needs to do and
can do to achieve racial integration when in
fact, we have more than 250 years of slavery in our history and less than 30 years of
meaningful efforts to eliminate the vestiges
and legacy of slavery. The reparations
mo\'ement is designed to make sure that
America cannot ignore its past if we are
ever going to achieve true racial equality in
the present and the future.
T.H:
What is the job of the
lawyers arguing in the cases against the
University of Michigan?
C.O:
The job is to remind
America of its sordid past on the issue of
racial justice.
The job of the lawyers is to put in context a past that makes arguing these cases a
eritieal necessity.

Leading By Example: Julianne Malveaux
JULIANNE from A3
United States?
J.M:
Young people
need to become activists and be
committed to activism both thru
established civil rights organizations and those organizations on
their college campuses. They
also need to understand that the
stakes are higher - they are economic now. They need to
understand the subtleties of
racism and be able to fight them.
T.H:
Next
year
marks the 50th anniversary of
Brown v. Board of Education.
Do you believe that we, as

African Americans, ha\'e benefited from affinnative action?
J.M:
We very clearly
benefited from affirmative
action. It is important to understand that Brown v. Board was
not about affinnative action, but
when Brown was implemented
it was done so with under the
[mantra] of "with all deliberate
speed," which also meant, to
some, •take your sweet time."
We, as black P<,--ople ha\'C
achieved a lot under affirmative
action, and there bas been a lot
of recourse as a result from, in
my opinion, whining white people who want to complain when
things are equal.

Yes, affinnative action has
made a difference and opened
some doors but it is not a perfect
solution.
Our community
should never hang its whole hat
on affirmative action. Ti should
be one of a series of arrows we
have in our quiver - we still
need to fight for access to economic de,·elopment, K-12 education, and minority business
set-asides,

about economic empowerment
in some ways we have to talk
about economic justice. We have
to control some institutions and
move from just focusing on economic development to a focus on
economic justice. We have to
keep the economic issues on the
forefront as we struggle for civil
rights.
T.H:
As an economist, how do you see the position
of African Americans in relation
to non-blacks, economically, as it
relates to tl1e cases before the
U.S. Supreme Court?
J.M:
A f r i c a n
Americans, in the words of Dr.

T.H:
If you could
e.xpress one thing to the thousands of students participating
in tlie fight for racial equality
what would that be?
J.M:
Don't forget

STRIKE from A 1

Starting Businesses Is Their Business
CLUB from A6
here and committed to the
club, we would be extremely
successful," he said.
As president, Pittman has
made it a goal to get the club's
name out on campus and in
the surrounding community.
"Our first big event was a
fashion show in Spring 2001,"
she said, "It was a great success for the entire Howard
community. Fashion design
students created the clothes,
publi c relations majors got
experience by promoting the
event, and the event was completely student-run. It showed
how entrepreneurship affects
and helps everyone."
Pittman hopes to increase
interest and membership so
that venues can be larger and
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have more support.
Connections with other
clubs have helped spread
awareness and business
knowledge. Last semester, the
club, along with the Howard
University
Media
Entertainment and Sports
Law club, created an entertainment summit with panelists from the music, movie,
fashion, magazine and law
industry at students' disposal.
The keynote speaker was
Mark Barnes, owner of Dream
nightclub.
Future plans include a
coalition with Entrepreneurial
clubs at various HBC Us like
FAMU and Tuskegee and even
an HBCU conference to
increase networking contacts
and spread ideas.
The club is also making

Martin Lutl1er King Jr., ha,-c half nomic story is one of initial alloof that which is good and twice as cations; in a capitalistic society
much of tl1at whicl1 is bad.
you are paid based upon what
We are in tl1c economic you own - a house, a car, an
periphery, we have impro\'ed in institution, lf you don't have
tern1s of increases in income and those things it is difficult to accuaccess in other areas but even m\date those tl1ings.
with those increases we still ha"e
, In the race ealled life we are
less that 1096 of our nation's behind. How do you catch up? It
wealth per captia.
is e>.'tremely difficult and that is
1
why the reparations mo"ement,
T.H:
Times
ha\'e and other multifaceted moveseemingly changed and streets-no ments to address the initial
longer read 'white only'. OQ you wrongs, are important. TI1e only
think a child \\ill ever have a fair way to change the issues of being
chance in America, in spite of behind is to deal with some of
being bom black?
tl1ese economic issues and deal
J.M:
I think its diffi- with how you re-allocate assets.
cult to get away from it. 111e eco-

plans for a joint business venture run by volunteer and club
members. No one will come
out of pocket, yet no one is to
be paid. The planned venture
would be a service for the
Howard community and serve
as real life business experi- •
ence for any students interested in learning the ins and out!;
of being in charge of a business.
The club is open to all students and dues are $10. The
Entrepreneurial Society meets
every other week at s p.m. in
the School of Business. 'F or
more information about th~
grol.lp and upcoming busines!
venue
plans,
contact
hues2k2@cxcite.com.

I

est ex.toronist and deserves the
punishment of a Pelican Bay
inmate," Goodwine said,
But some officers like
Luetenanant Samuel Collins
are happy with the new budget.
"I ain't mad one bit. No sir.
I figure if Smith don't get the
money Geroge Bush and Uncle
Sam wil l." Collins said.
"Besides Smitl1 already promised me an assistant position if
I stay on."
Chief Smith says officers

ILAB from A1

.,

utes of Internet usage in
Georgetown's labs. c.ildwell said
that Howard studel)ts would also
have to pay $.15 for each page
printed.
"This is ridiculous!" said junior psychology major Sydelle
Chase. "I li,•e.off campus, and it's
hard enough for me to come here,

have no reason to be upset and
his proposed budget is no different from that of Georgeto,m
or American U11ivcrsity. Smith
is also considering pressing
charges agaifist striking officers for bre,ch of contract this
year's contract, which doesn't
end until May 9,
"These officers are going
a)>out this all wrong. I work
hard for every last dime l make
and if they don't like it they can
hit the road, I know I won't
miss them," SmiU1 said.
Chief Smith has declared

an emergency town hall meeting tonight \\1th remaining officers and students to discuss the
matter and ask students if they
would be \\illing to fill many of
the vacant positions.
According to Smith the
remaining officers are working
18-hour shifts and are driving
by each dorm periodically to
make sure no crime happens.

let alone Georgetown with no
Metro stop. Plus, how the (expletive) am I supposed to afford
those prices at Georgetown?"
HUSA President Cornell
Williamson said plans are being
made to stage a protest against
the unexpected closing but Black
Tuesday was where his efforts are
focused now.
However, Caldwell says tl1at
unless money is donated, a

speedy I-lab reopening is unrealistic.
"You can't squeeze blood out
of a turnip," she said. "If we have
no money to spend, we ha,•e no
money to spend."
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VOTEO•1 IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS,
UNIVERSU'w1 UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2002

Become part of a multi-disciplinary tax planning and compliance team to help
us help companies determine the tax basis of damaged assets,
and we'll help you build a career.

\

For opportunities and information go to:
www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers,
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Big Business at the Mecca
Student Starts-Production. Company
Heaven on
Earth
By Jozen Cummings
U fe and Style Editor
The arrival of daylight
savings time means one less
hour of sleep, one less hour
to get ready for the day, and
one less hour to do things we
really never had time for in
the first place.
Of course the change in
time is an inconvenience, but
what the change means is the
arrival of Spring, and for all
you freshmen and transfers,
nothing
can
surpass
Springtime at HU.
'Tis the season for scantily clad beauties and sleek
sandled gents. When the
best in fashion is no longer
hidden by heavy overcoats
and knitted scarves. When
the classrooms are empty,
and the Yard is full.
Everyone knows the sig•
nificance of the Yard, before
ou get here. It's the prover..
and of milk and hone,i
The guys come for the girls,
the girls for the guys, and at
the stroke of 12:00, all come
for the sounds of fraternity
calls and the familiar tunes of
the Howard alma mater. This
is the season when the term
"black is beautiful," is witnessed by anyone who talces
"the long walk." No longer
will you see students walking
back to their dorm rooms to
take a nap, if anything,
they're walking back to their
room to change into that one
particular outfit that's been
hanging in their closet since
winter break.
This is also the season when the fortunate ones
graduate, and the social ones
don't When students are so
mesmerized by the sheer
beauty of the Yard, that academics become a distant
memory. It happens ever:y
year. Students in route to
class, simply lose their direction.
Backpacks become
fashion accessories, and next
week's test takes a remote
back seat to what's happening on the Yard. As one ofmy
friends said last week, "This
is why people don't graduate
on time." Seeing the buzz on
the Yard that day, I couldn't
have agreed with him more.
The Yard is a thing of
beauty, probably the closest
thing to Heaven t hat I've
seen. It is no wonder why
students are lulled by it.
Throughout our years of
grammar school education
we do ever:ything we can to
make ourselves look good in
the eye of the administration.
If we get accepted to
Howard, then we are allowed
into the gates, and once we're
in the gates, a sea of beautiful
black people enjoying a life
they have worked so hard for
Is seen by all. For some, this
may not be Heaven, but
when I die, I hope Heaven
looks somewhat similar to
what I'll be seeing for the rest
of the school year.

By Les Flanagan
Contributing Writer

producers from music hotbeds
such as New York, Atlanta and
Canada, Smith is bringing back
Real cats do real things the D.C. urban music flavor it
and Erin Smith CEO and· has been lacking for sometime.
President of Nire Enterprises
His diversity in music
is definitely the epitome of a ranges from possible calibrations with Limp Bizkit, to
real cat.
For Smith, a junior busi- No'rah Jones to Averliegh
ness management major, is all Levine.
about what he calls ''big busi"The music culture in D.C.
ness.? Smith, who heads up the is at a stand still - besides Golocal, independent label, Go which will always hold it
PI'ezidential Recordz Inc., down," Smith says. "We've had
combines the business savvy of R&B cats such as Ginuwine,
P. Diddy, the drive of Damon Prophet Jones, and Tank but
Dash and the sincerity of there is no true rap icon in the
Russell Simmons.
District.•
"I wake up with business
What I plan to bring is union my mind and it's the last versal appeal," Smith says.
thing on my mind before I rest "From classical R&B to hard
my head," Smith says.
core rap - Nothing is a chalAs a youngster growing up lenge when it comes to dropin D.C., Smith always wanted ping the beats."
to own his own business.
He feels in order for a
"The summer before I D.C.-based production team to
came to Howard I felt I had a blow up, one would need betgood direction to get money," ter radio support, independent
the School of Business student promotion and an extremely
says. "I wanted to use music to high quality of music.
create a business that I would
Though focused, Smith is a
be great at."
very humble individual.
He is definitely on his way
"I had to focus and come to
to establishing such a busi- grips with myself, mentally
ness, by forming a media con- and spiritually, to stn1cture my
glomerate that will take the goals in. a way that I ki\ew I
music industry by storm.
could achieve them."
From Nire to Prezidential
With a long road ahead,
to his production team, The Smith looks at Howard, with
Cabinet, which boasts six top its great legacy of artist, come-
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Junior Bus iness Management major, Erin Smith handles s o me loose ends for one of s everal business ventures he heads.
dians, and producers, as a
prime target for talent.
"There's a lot of individualism at Howard," he says.
"With people doing their own
thing; but, the networking
potential is endless if people
unify- Instead of trying to put
a puzzle together by them-

selves, they could put it together faster if they use teamwork.•
The teamwork that Smith
speaks about is a reality.
While, he is looking for artist
and individuals with the same
goals as him, he is not the selfish type.
"I want to help other peo-

pie achieve their dreams also,"
he says. • I don't believe in the
struggle, that's why I want to
build our community as a
whole, and help unite black
people as a whole. That's what
the Mecca is all about.•

Exclusive Interview
Xzibit: No Longer Restless
By Jozen Cummings
Life & Style Editor
West Coast rapper Xzibit
is a good example of what can
happen when an underground
artist meets mainstream audiences.
His classic verse on Snoop
Dogg's 1999 single, "B"*"*
P lease," Xzibit (born Alvin
Nathaniel Joyner) led him to
be hailed as one of the leading
men to bring the West Coast
rap scene back to prominence.
Since that appearance,
Xzibit has released two gold
albums
(2ooo's
"The
Restless" and 2002's "Man vs.
Machine") both executive produced by Dr. Dre. Though
some would say Dre's other
two artists, Eminem and 50
Cent, have overshadowed his
success, Xzibit says he is comfortable with where he is as a
rap artist.
"Longevity is the key and
staying true to myself," ·Xzibit
says. "I was 18 when my first

record came out. S ince then I
have definitely grown as an
artist, and I portray that
through my music."
While critics have agreed
his maturity has shown on his
last two albums, Xzibit still
hasn't pushed sale numbers
resembling his label mates. As
a matter of fact, he can still be
looked at as the underground
artist on a mainstream label.
But with shout outs on 50
Cent'-s hit single "In Da Club,"
and a cameo in Eminem's "8
Mile," which sold a recordbreaking two million units its
first day, anyone who listens
and is a fan of hip-hop should
know his name . And though
jealousy might seem like the
obvious feelings towards
someone like 50 Cent - who
hasn't been with Dr. Dre as
long as Xzibit -the Detroitborn rapper has no ill will.
"I have respect for 50
Cent," he says. "The way he
came up through the underground is a lot like my story,

and now he's blowing up too."
As for Eminem, the two
have collaborated on each
other's albums, and when he
was called in for "8 Mile," he
didn't hesitate to help his fellow comrade out.
"I was basically called at
the spur of the moment,"
Xzibit says. "I was called in
for a cameo. I didn't have a lot
of preparation; I just went in
and did it. I didn't want to
lose the rap battle with Em,
but I had to according to the
script."
Since his cameo, the obvious question would be if
Xzibit has plans to follow
other
actors
into
t he
Hollywood realm.
"I am real selective with
movie roles," says Xzibit, who
has been approached with
other offers. "I don't want to
play the stereotypical types
Hollywood is used to giving
[hip-hop artists). I want
something that's going to
challenge me as an actor."
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West Coast ra pper Xzlblt relaxes with a ciga r, and rig htfully so. He just made a cameo in the movie "8 Mlle" and
released his fourth a lbum "Ma n vs. Machine."
With that being said, fans
of Xzibit can tell his priorities
are with hip-hop music first.
Seeing all' the beefs between
hip-hop artists, as well as the
recent death of Run-DMC
member Jam Master Jay,
frustrates Xzibit.
"There's a lot of testoster one running around the
game," says Xzibit who has

experienced a minor feud
with a few unnamed West
Coast rappers. "I don't want
to see nobody get hurt, you
know that's the last thing I
want. I just hope they resolve
things in a calm fashion. You
don't see these things in coun-

See Xzlbit page B2

Shak-C's 'ltz About Time,' Comes on 1.time,
By Ebony Simps on
Hilltop Staff Writer

Grade: A
More than a contender,
the debut of Howard's own
Shak-C's, "Jtz About Time" is
a wmner.
Displaying musical, intellectual and emotional sensibilities, Shak-C follows in the
footsteps of other great rap

artists such as Nas and Tupac, sure rises as he heatedly
blessing listeners with a 360- addresses the 'heathens'
degree view oflife. The songs responsible for flooding
cleverly hand.le issues such as urban hoods' with drugs such
dealing with personal loss, as crack, and he makes no
life in a racist world, striving apologies, telling listeners,
for financial wealth and shak- "This might be the one ya'll
ing off haters, as well as a hit next on / If you only came
v ivid description of the cat- to shake your a**. and laugh,
mouse game known as dating. go to the next song."
"The One You Might
Shak- C showcases supeSkip" is not for the faint of rior flowage on "Material
heart. Shak-C's blood pres- Girl," a letter of appreciation

to his favorite girl, who happens not to be human, a pleasant surprise for those who
love metaphors.
Expressing self-assurance
("I'm feelin' hips / I'm
smelling candles / You got
your hands on some sh** you
can't handle") and sincerity ("
I keep il real B / Cause a lot a
drama G / But I won 'l lie /

See SHAK-C page B2

Harlem Renaissance Makes a Comeback

,

Exclusive Interview with Cam 'ron. and Diplomats
Interview By Micah
Garrison and Chris
Leehy
The Hilltop Staff

Since the roar of the
192o's and swing of the
Cotton Club, the uptown section of New York's Manhattan
Island has been the epicenter
of black culture.
The streets that once
were tread upon by the likes
of Duke Ellington and Cab
Calloway, now have a new
representation, in the form of
Harlem's Diplomats. After
signing to Rocafella Records,
Diplomats leader Cam'ron,
was able to sign the res t of the
Diplomat's.
Diplomats'
members,
Jimmy Jones, Juelz Santana
and Freek')' Zeek,' sat down
with The Hilltop along with
their leader to discuss their
major
label
debut
"Diplomatic Immunity," their
ties to Howard University
and life as a Harlem
Diplomat.

Diplomats: With us,
it is more than just music.
Harlem is real, real flashy,
real cool and rtal laid back.
But, it's also fast - as far as
being up on everything like
slang, drugs, fashion whatever - Harlem got it. We
are real soulful though, as
you can see in our beats we
pick old songs with singing
on them. [Songs] that represents us.

We understand
that you get many of our
beats
from
the
Heatmakers, one of them
attended Howard, how did
you hook up with them?

equipment, hooked it up
and gave us the list of what
he wanted done. It was all
love.

he listens to the Diplomats
and he sees Cam, Juelz, and
Jimmy flagged up, 'repP.in'
hard?

TH:
Songs such as
"Santana the Great" and
"What's Really Good?" are
distinctively different on
the street mixtapes than on
the album. Obviously certain samples could not get
cleared, could you elaborate?

D : You have got to take
music and rap the same way
you watch a movie. How can
you watch a movie in which a
person kills 10 people and
then you not kill 10 people,
but you see us rapping and
wearing flags all of a sudden
it is a problem. Take things
for what they are. It is good
to look up to people, but you
got to pick apart what is right
from what is wrong

TH:

D:
The problem is
that you can pick a beat and
do a song and you will think
it is all love, but the beat
will contain a piece of a person's song (the sample) and
•
we have a problem locating
D: Oh... DJ Arsonist
• the person who owns the
(former Bison), that's my
rights to that particular
man.
The Heatmakers
song. Sometimes the music
came to us. They produced
the title track for Cam's
is like 10 - 20 years old.
There were cases when we
album, "Come Home With
could not locate certain perMe" [at the time] they were
sons before the album drop
teamed up with another
date ... the people could sue,
production team. Soon
after, the Heatmakers
and there were other songs
t)
t d
S
' PHOTOCOURTESYOFWWW.NEWYORKNEWS0AY.OOM
that were not released to us
apparen Y par e . way
Cam'ron, left, and The Diplomats pose for a photo during the
because
the writers simply
from the prod_uction team, Cam'ron & The Diplomats album release party for "Diplomatic
did not want rappers to rap
The Hilltop : Many of but we had no idea that t~ey Immunity.,,
.
.
over their music. They don't
the songs on the album con- were actually the brains
.
Diplomats.
respect hip-hop.
tain a distinct old school/be- behind the beats. They played
TH:
We understand
bop/ swing sound to them. a catalog of beats on the spot that (local DJ) Dj P-Cutta's
D:
It was a beautiful
TH: What do you say to
What is with the Harlem and there was no denying
thing
to
work
with P-Cutta. the suburban kid who starts
them
any
credit.
It
has
been
most
recent
mixtape
"March
Renaissance sound?
Madness" was hosted by the He came to the hotel with his wearing red flags just because
on ever since.

XZl8IT from 81
try or pop. It only exists in
hip-hop because it's so true
to us."
Another beef Xzibit has
witnessed runs much deeper
than testosterone. With the .
recent success of Eminem,
many have said hip-hop has
lost it's control by black people, and is now slowly shifting towards white people.
These sentiments are anoth•
er thing Xzibit has a problem
with.
"I don't think you'd ever
take anything away from the
ethnic side of where the
music originated," he says. "I
think it's a compliment when
other people try to duplicate
· or re-create. Everyone benefits from it."
With "Man vs. Machine,"
out in stores and a U.S. and
European tour being planned
for the summer, Xzibit plans
on giving his fans the benefit
of more of the same raw his
fans have grown to expect.
"Everything is a creative
process," Xzibit says. "I'm
always teaching myself and
growing in front of the audience."

•

arrangement still exudes
originality. "You can give a
Just to lie on your cotton black man a million chips /
sheets"), the song titled but he'll give right back
"Don't Know You" promises when he spend the shit/
Shak sex symbol status. His Why? I Cause they own all
promises
of
multiple the businesses." Mature and
orgasms ("Girl all you gotta conscious, lyrics like these
do is come over / And you pull weight, on the rare occacan come over and over") are sion the track isn't absolutely
sure to bring many female enthralling.
challengers.
And for the self-proShak-C the big brother, c laimed real hip-hop heads
expresses fatherly concern that typically despise rap
for young g irls in the song tracks with R&B hooks, the
titled "Don't Rush." Using title track is sure to inspire a
the storytelling method in the change of heart. The R&B
tradition of Tupac's opus infused tracks bring a bal"Brenda's Having a Baby," ance that is only to be
he tells the tragic story of a achieved from merging masg irl who grows up fast in a culine and feminine energies.
"world too sexual."
In a male-dominated hip
!'ls It a Crime" is a heart- hop industry; female hipfell account of a black man's. hoppers will thank Shak-C
struggle. "They talk about for keeping them in mind and
the welfare benefits / But we creating an album · they too
don't fare well / we don't can vibe to. Possessing unireally benefit." Snatching a · versa! appeal as well as honsample ofR&B singer_Sade's est artistry, this album gets
song of the same title, this play from beginning to end
joint will drop your j aw in and back again.
amazement at how the

TH:
Freeky Zeeky, we
understand you were once a
student at Howard yourself.

D: Yeah, I was at HU for

two semesters and nearly
caused 10 percent of the
freshman class to fail.
Listening to their album,
and given the star power of
their leader, Freeky Zeeky, as
well as the rest of the
Diplomats will now probably
cause more than 10 percent of
the Howard class to dance.

· "Diplomatic Immunity"
is in stores now.

SHAK·C from 81

ITZ ABOUT TIME
ON SALE NOW IN HU BOOKSTORE

FEATURING
THE STREJET BANGE

FffiST 100 COPIES ~
INCLUDE DVD OF

Floods. Hurricanes. Tornadoes.
Rescues at sea. International
peacekeeping missions. Whenever
there's a need, the National Guard
and Reserve responds. But only
with the unselfish support of
thousands of employers like you.
THANKS FOR MAKING US YOUR BUSINESS.
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Counselors Just
Can't Get it Right

Barbara Walters Makes a
Mockery of Journalism
The girl-on-girl kiss is a kiss that will be aired along right out of line for suggesting
television phenomenon t hat with the interview tonight on that she is "sometimes a jourundoubtedly sends ratings ABC, the truth of the matter is nalist." Regardless of the difthrough the roof. It may be that what Walters d id was ferent hats she wears, her role
America's sex-obsesas an interviewer and
sio n, a new-found
as a professio nal
acceptance of homosexshould have come
uality o n television, or,
before her desire to
most likely, a means to
"entertain."
If
appeal to a male-domiBarbara Walters, one
nant society who finds
of the most respected
lesbianism provocative.
journalists on televiWh atever the reason,
sion, would show
when two women kiss
such a lack of profeson 1V, people tune in.
sional integrity, it
For t his reason,
makes us q uestion
Barbara Walters asked
the
state of broadcast
0 scar-nominated _ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __
journalism today. It
actress J ulianne .Moore
seems as if the goal is
for a kiss during her Annual unprofessional. She excused to entertain rather than serve
Academy Awards Special.
the incident by saying that she as an in depth in former.
Moore shared an on- is "sometimes a journalist,
Walter's ratings gimmick
screen kiss with another sometimes an entertainer."
made a mockery of the entire
actress when filming "The
We've heard of bi-sexual, field of broadcast journalism.
Ho urs" for which she was but bi-professional?
Moreover, it was an utter disnominated. Walters seemingly
The kiss between Walters grace to the men and women
took this bit of information and Moore would not help who take enough pride in their
and ran with it, deciding that Walters to learn more about role as journalists to keep proshe would get it on the action her joumalistically, so what fessionalism at the forefront at
too, by soliciting an unscripted was her purpose?
ALL times.
kiss from Moore.
While we understand that
While many people may Barbara Walters wears more
have different reactions to the than one hat, she was down-

Our View:

Barbara Walters was completely unprofessional in
kissing Julianne Moore to
boost her show's ratings.

Have you ever had the
unfortunate experience of
visiting the counseling office
of your particular school or
college o nly to find that you
have to wait for hours to sec
your ad visor? Or even worse,
when you are so lucky as to
see an advisor, you
find that he or she is
of help at all?
Sadly, many of
us have had or will
have t his experience
at least once d uring
our
tenu re
at
Howard University.
While we understand that it is our
responsibility as students to follow o ur
respective schemes, it is the
job of o ur advisors to help us
stay on t rack in ter ms of
requirements for majors and
minors, and t o guide us in the
pursuit of our degrees.
The ridiculously lo ng
waits to st!e counselors, the
lack of accurate advising, and
t he unavailabi lity of coun

selors are all key reasons why The er ror in this is painfully
there is a need for a reassess- ob"ious. None of us will ever
men l (and consequential even get to become graduatimp rovement) of the per- ing sen iors if we a re illformance of advisors here at advised duri ng our freshman,
Howard.
sopho mo re, and junior years.
Ideally, each studen t
There is a general need
should have some sor t of for more communicati on
relationship with his or her between the advisors a nd the
individual schools
and
coll eges.
Ma ny
students
have found out
the hard way that
certain requi rements
have
changed in their
school o r college
a nd their counselors did not
in form them of
such cha nges. If
advisor and should be able to the advisors remain abreast
seek help whenever needed, of any changes in co re
specifically during registra- requirements for certain
tion periods. For some rea- majors, t hen st udent s will
son, this is scarcely the case. never have to be in the
In particular, the coun- wretched situatio n of finding
seling office in the School of that they are missing classes
Commu nications has told that are necessary to gradustudents t hat they are only ate.
see ing graduating seniors.

Our View:
The Howard University
counseling staff is not ,neeting the needs of the students.
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Texaco Leaves Students
Bewildered
You were not alone if you
went to Texaco last week
thinking you were about to
conveniently grab a necessity, as you often do, only to
find that it was no longer
there. For many students, the gas station
on Georgia Avenue
that sat adjacen t to the
Bookstore was also a
convenien t
store.
Students could go
there to pick up milk,
toilet paper, j uice, and
just about anything
else they needed at the
moment, without the
hassle of a grocery
store.
Of
course
Texaco's most obvious
convenience was being the
gas service station nearest to
campus.
Without warning, we
returned from Spring Break
to find that what was once
our beloved and expedient
Texaco was now a large pi le
of mess (aka : "Under construction").

Stephanie Crouch

Campus Editor
David Johns
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Maryann James

Business Editor
Miriam Ahn1ed
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Any hopes that it was just
being
remodeled
were
squashed when we witnessed
the complete removal of
underground oil lines. Now
Howard students are left
wondering, "What is to

is j ust that - a ru mor and if
Howard does own the property something more useful
will be put there rather than a
parking lo t that will scarcely
fit ten cars.
Well, no matte r who
owns the property now, it was
irresponsible of
the owners hip
of T exaco t o
close down the
facility witho ut
notifyin g
it s
most
faithful
custom ers
of
what was going
on. Howard students freq uented t he business
mo r e than any
become of what used to be other consumers in the area,
Texaco?"
as is the case with most of the
It has been said t ha t Georgia Avenue businesses
Howard has bough t the prop- a rou nd campus . T o just
erty and is planning on bu ild- demolis h the wh ole thing
ing a pa rking lot where the without explanation is incongas stat ion once was. Our siderate a nd shows a lack of
question is: What type of respect for the people who
parking lot can go in that provided th e bulk of t he gas
space? Hopefully, this rumor station's revenue.
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Our View:
The management of the
Texaco gas station on
Georgia Avenue should have
notified students before shutting down the facility.
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The Problems of A Government Should Listen to the People,
Wayward Elections A Perspective from the Congressman
Committee
Congressman Elijah E.
Cununings

The Problems of A
Wayward Electio11s
Committee
Dan Blakemore
A comment that I have come
to hear constantly in the last few
weeks is that "nothing can be
done at Howard correctly the
first time; it is always handled the
second or third time around."
This statement rings true,
considering the drama of
General Elections. Through the
experience of being a candidate
for President of the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA), I now have an interesting perspective on tli.is problem.
The problems I will address in
this perspective are specific to the
General Assembly Elections
Committee (GAEC).
The first problem I noticed
was a lack of organiz.ation. The
alleged verification process was
not completed on time Gust the
beginning of problems with
timeliness). When the process
was finally completed, a slate was
removed from contention, thus
wasting time and confusing students.
Numerous speak-outs were
cancelled and not rescheduled,
thus preventing the universitywide candidates for office from
formally addressing any graduate student population.
The cancellations that were
due to the inclement weather·
were understandable as it would
be preposterous to hold speakouts when the university is
closed; however, the cancellation
of the speak-out in the School of
Divinity was absolutely unnecessruy. It was cancelled due to the
absence of GAEC Chairman
Corey Cunningham and most of
his staff as they had attended the
HBCU Think Tank at Tennessee
State University with the full
knowledge that they had an election to run prior to the purchase
of their tickets (under the suspicion of using funds from their
budget to subsidiz.e tl1e cost of
said tickets).
This type of nonchalance is
unacceptable and abhorrent. The
GAEC must be an impartial body
dedicated to assuring the
smootl1est election possible, so
as to avoid wasting the time and
money of the students of this
institution. As made evident
through other articles by The
Hilltop, the current GAEC
administration docs not in any
form or fashion agree with the
above statement.
The second problem was a
total lack of public relations or

advertisement for the election
and all e,•ents associated with it.
This problem tl1en led to the
forums that I cx-pericnced, which
were attended by the same limited groups of people: tnose persons rurming for office, their
staffs and supporters, and current members of student go"emment.
There is no justifiable reason
that the students should not
know about a speak-out occurring in their own dormitory.
It is a principal duty of the
GAEC to make sure that tl1e students arc not only aware of the
election, but also aware of the
events leading up to it.
The third problem was that
of an ineffective and irresponsible Elections Chairman and staff.
There was no leadership from
tl1e Chair at all to assure the
fairest expenditure of the money
of the students. (In case you
were unaware, the General
Assembly approved a $15,000
budget for General Elections,
which then leads to the question:
where did all the money go?)
Witl1 regard to the minor
debacle over elections guidelines,
Fornier Chairn1an Cunningham
should have submitted his guidelines to the General Assembly
prior to distributing tl1em to candidates as the final guidelines. In
addition, the elections guidelines
must be clear and concise (witl1out grammatical mistakes,
incomplete sentences, incoherent statements, and substantive
loopholes) prior to being distributed to the candidates.
Without an}ihing substantive to fall back upon in the
HUSA Constitution regarding
elections, other than the simple
facts tllllt they will occur and that
51 percent is needed to be duly
elected or there will be a runoff,
the elections process is very vulnerable to the whims of the
GAEC administration. which we
specifically witnessed during this
election season.
In an effort to provide some
vision for the future and substantive conclusions to draw from
th.is experience, I recommend
the following:
•The drafting and passage of
a comprehensive Elections Code
by the General Assembly, to pro,ide a supplemental reference to
the HUSA Constitution;
• The creation of an
Elections Standing Committee in
General Assembly charged with
working with the appointed
Elections Chair and his/her staff
to assure successful elections
cycles and providing the necessary oversight on behalf of the
General Assembly.

The nation's mood is somber
as we witness the human cost of
war in Iraq and the continuing
struggle for freedom, justice and
democracy here at home.
Acts of courage and struggle
created this nation. Patriots
fought in our wars -and they also
marched for justice and equality
in our streets, defending their
vision of a democratic government that would tmly represent
all Americans.
That legacy of civic participation continues in our time.
The protests that we have
witnessed acr05S the nation in
recent months - both against this
war and in support of the
President's decision - exemplify
freedom in action. Once ag;iin,
Americans ha"e taken to the
streets in a determined commitment to sway tl1e opinions oflheir
leaders.
In cities and towns across
America, women and men recognize a truth that too many leaders
in Washington ignore. TI1e central principle of representative
government is that leaders
should represent tl1e will of the
people who elected them.
Respect for this principle is
why I will be joining other members of the Congressional Black
Caucus at Howard Univeraity on

April 1, 2003. At tl1e invitation of
our colleague, Congresswoman
Eleanor Holmes Norton, we ,vill
join thousands of students from
across America in a town hall discussion on the implications of
Supreme Court challenges to the
University of Michigan's ad.missions policies.
The Bush Administration
has joined those who are challenging the •constitutionality of
tl1e University of Michigan's voluntary initiatives to include
under-represented minorities
within its highly selective student
body. The President's position
raises some very important questions.
For e.xample, why does the
President propose an alternative
"percentage plan" for higher education that has failed to ensure
that the students accepted for
study in his home state reflect the
diversity of that state's population? While the debate is being
focused on state schools, what
implications would the elimination of affirmative action have on
minority attendance at Ivy
League institutions?
While the nation's attention
and resources are focused on
ending the crisis in Iraq, we must
not ignore the forces that challenge our health and safety, the
education of our children, and
e.xpanded economic opportunity
here at home.

Millions of Americans are
losing their jobs. Millions of
American children arc being
denied a qmtlity education.
Our communities are facing
devastation from drugs and drugrelated ,folenee. Too many of our
loved ones and neighbors arc
dying from AIDS and a cnunbling
health care system.
A responsible government a government that truly listened
to the American people - would
be doing fur more to rebuild our
economy and care for those who
are out of work through no fuult
of their own. It would expand
and equalize funding for local
public schools. •
A government that tmly represented the people's ,vill would
be providing dmg treatment to all
non-violent drug offenders. It
would assure universal access to
affordable, high quality health

In churches, community
centers, colleges and high
schools, we will listen to the 26
million people who have entrusted us ,vith their most important
civil right. Then, we will continue
to do everything ,vithin our
power on Capitol Hill to translate
the American people's concerns
into effecti"e legislative action.
The Congressional Black
Caucus will continue to support
our brave men and women now
fighting in Iraq.
However, we cannot forget
that the fight for freedom, justice
and security has not yet been won
here at home. We will not allow
our colleagues in Washington to
dismiss this harsh reality of
American life.
·niese are difficult and dangerous times for the American
people, but they are no more difficult nor dangerous than we have
care.
overcome in the past.
A government that truly
Americans should not be
honored the values for which · forced to march on their nation's
Americans have struggled and Capitol for their voices to be
died would be far more vigilant in heard.
protecting our civil rights and our
Congressman Elijah E.
fundan1ental civil liberties.
Cummings
represents
These are critical issues that Maryland's
Seventh
are central to the lives of most Congressional District in the
Americans - concerns upon United States House of
which the people deserve to be Representatives. He is Chairman
heard.
That is why the of the Congressional Black
Congressional Black Caucus ,vill Caucus.
bring the people's government to
Howard University.

A Different World

Changing The World, One Brick At A Time
David Johns
After a four hour conversation with English professor Dr.
Ramsey I have been able to
place 21 years of life experience, countless hours of intellectua1 course work, almost a
semester of cultural 'immersion' and a growing sense of
militancy into perspective, realizing that one can not single
handedly -or with a committee
- radicalize the world as we
know it, rather one must use all
tliat they possess to change the
world one brick at a time.
While commonplace and to
some, tl1e idea that one changes
the world in little ways has
been a frustrating concept to
someone struggling "ith pervasive and blatant markers of
intellectual conflicts, illegitimate claims. and factual evidence that supports a lot of
what we spend years regurgitating and emulating to become
"successful " in the "real world".
Spending a semester at
Howard has afforded me the
opportunity to step outside of
the 'Ivy Tower' where l have
spent the past three years, and
arguably K-12, putting my life

in perspective.
Life lessons gained from
experiencing life as a black
male coupled with years of
intellectual study and critical
analysis, have made living life
as an "intellectual" difficult.
The world around me contemporary 21st century
America - is structurally, intellectually and psychologically
grounded in Eurocentric ideals,
validated by stories created
about llcctuallectually superior
beings from Greece and Rome.
Columbia and Howard
alike arc centered upon western
ideas. We are often required to
take courses in European his-

tory and philosophy. One can
reasonably make the argument
that all subjects operate on
assumptions that perpetuate an
imposed idea of western intellectual superiority.
This is all while we can turn
toward common sense, and evidence supporting the understanding tl1at "western" principles arc appropriated from
other cultures.
Logically, it makes the
most sense to completely abandon tl1e existing structure, and
center it on truth, justice and
equality - all things upon
which this country prides itself
in maintaining.
It would be easy to hold
Howard University accountable
for making such revolutionary
strides in correcting the ills of
western ideologies but I too
recognize the reality of
American in which we all must
live.
Recently
Howard
Univeraity professors, including Dr. Greg Carr, Dr. Priscilla
Ramsey and Dr. Hill have been
instrumental in assisting me to
focus on the importance of
marinating an individual consciousness about the realities of

the world in which we li\•e. The
importance of living exists in
the small changes that lead to
larger differences in the overall
structure of life.
V,'hile at first glance
Howard may seem like a school
that can be charged with maintaining Eurocentric ideas of
"success" and intellectual stimulation, evident in both everything form curriculum to structural composition.
Subtle
things about the university
reveal an underl)~ng sensation
of understanding and a desire
for change.
The buildings may look like
those at Georgetown but they
wear the names of black icons
and
serve
as
constant
reminders to black students of
the contributions we have
made to correct the ills of our
country
It would be nice to deconstruct America and the entire
power structure of our nation
state as we know it, rebuilding
with the support of truth,
equality, and justice for all- but
for now I ,viii settle for building
"~th one brick at a time.

When Merritt's Not Enough
Josef Sawyer

tion.
And if her resignation is
Going down to the Hilltop health related, students should
office on one of my days off I fil- know that she is not capable of
tered through articles to get an fulfilling her duties as their leader
idea of what articles wotdd be due to an ailment.
running for Friday's paper.
The statement "personal reaThere in plain sight, was a sons" does not satisfy tlmt.
General Assembly article, which
It seems funny after being
read: "Merritt Resigns."
elected one suddenly isn't able to
l could feel my blood pres- fulfill the responsibilities of their
sure begin to rise. I took a deep elected position. Quoting Former
breath and turned to Lauren HUSA President Stefanie Brown
Anderson, Editor-in-Chief, and in her perspective HUSA: More
asked calmly, "Why did Nicole Than Just A Job Brown said "As
Merritt Resign?"
the HUSA leadership. you are on
She replied, "for personal call 24 hours a day for an entire
reasons, she wouldn't comment year. Therefore, if you are not a
on what those reasons were."
people person, seriously consider
Immediately I thought to anotl1er office to serve in."
myself, unless grieving a loss or
During tl1e Awakening cambedridden in the hospital, I see no paign Merritt preached good
legitimate reason for a resigna- news from the pulpit. In a Hilltop
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perspective written last March, being tl1e best representative for
Benveen the t\\'O, I struggle
Merritt and Williamson jointly the ,'Oice of the students, Merritt to find out what, if at all, was the
wrote "HU&\ requires men and should have questioned whether mark Merritt made on Howard.
women of conviction who are or not she was really up for tlie
Now I am sure her attenwilling to stand up for what they job or am simply flapping her dance was noted in staff meetings
believe not for what their gums.
and she hung around at speak
reswnes need ... We would love
Tilis past academic year outs and student rallies but her
for the opportunity to serve you when controversies arouse and involvement was nowhere as
and continue to work hard for fingers were being pointed in the close as Cornell's. Merritt didn't
Howard Univeraity." According face of H USA President Cornell even show up with her running
to her own words Merritt has Williamson, Merritt was often mate for a nlidterm review sesfailed.
forgotten - no one ever directed sion witl1 The Hilltop.
At tlus point - not only did anything towards her.
What hurts the most about
Merritt quit on herself but she
Regarding the position of a this situation is I voted for Merritt
also quit on the University com- vice president, it is expected to and she did exactly what l:)COple
munity and left thousands of stu- see the president facing the brunt who opposed that decision told
dents, many responsible for her of controversial issues and criti- me she would do - nothing.
election, without an explanation cism, but even Dick Chancy
As far as I am concerned
for her decision.
makes headlines.
tl1ere has been no Vice President
During the campaigning
And yes Nicole Merritt made for the 2002-2003 academic year
time spent to be elected to office, n,'O. Williamson and Merritt Win because eight months later, in my
spouting rhetoric about working the Elections and Merritt eyes, Merritt exists only as a
on behalf of the students and Resigns.
name on a campaign flier.

The Hilltop

Let this be a lesson to all student leaders elect. When you are
elected for these positions you
have a serious responsibility and
you will be held accountable.
There will be criticism, it will be
tough and you ,vill loose your
patience. You will feel like quitting but a good job can be done. If
you think no student leader can
satisfy constituents then ask former Undergraduate Trustee
Charles Coleman on how he did
it.
Students don't elect leaders
so we can see them walk up and
down can1pus and Power Hall in
suits and eany briefcases all day.
They are elected because students
feel they are the best possible candidates to make Howard a better
place somehow during their
administration.
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Travel

All HILLTOPICS

,tart pac -cing!

Want to Gel A" ay?
Well Let Us Hel11 You!

ar e due, paid in full, the
Offering the Lowest rates to
Tuesday a nd F riday
Africa, the Carribean, Asia,
Eurof!e,
11nd ,,ucation packages
before
all over the world. With a
p ublication d ate.
mulilingual travel agency speakAnnouncements by
ing English, Spanish, French,
Kis\\ahile and more, "e will
campus or ganization s for
understand where you \\ant lo
meet ings, semina r s or
go. Call Us For Your Travel
nonprofit are charged $5 Needs! Call Your Travel Agent
for the first 20 words and Today @ (301) 231 -8 190 or email
cyta(ii' erols.com
$1 for ever y additional
five wor ds. Individuals
Like What You Seen·:
advertising for the purp ose of a nnouncing a
service, b uying or selling
are char ged as local comp anies with a r ate of $10
for fir st 20 wor ds and $2
for every 5 words
thereafter. P er sonal ads
are $2 for the first 10
wor ds and $1 for ever y
additional 5 words.

Emergency
New J ersey Club Meeting
Today
7:30 PM
Room II 8 Locke Ha ll
Bring $15
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Inter est

for return of lost non-traditional
engagement ring. Has eleven
s ma ll stones a long center of band.
Lost in Blackburn, March 11.
T he quicker the return, the hi~her
the rewa rd. Please return.
Thank you
(203) 667-4723
or
email guccibrown@hotmail.com

Help \Vanted

2401 Pennsylvanla Ave. NW
Suite G

(202) 8 87 .0912
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Josef,
You'd be cool if you could
just hurry up :-)

Lawrence-Let's see how long it talces
you to see this one...

Metro can take you
to the heart of the action
in Adams Morgan.

L

Would you like to work on the
HUSA Restoration Staff?
Applications are available in the
Student Activities Office, Suite
117 in the Blackburn Center
WEDNESDAY!

F'■,w II toWMt trll from W•hfns,ton DC. S ub).atto oh1ng11 •nd
...11a1>1111y, Ta n<>t h:IYdld. on, ,nd bloc- 1pply.

Professional producer w/ private recording studio available
by project rates. Fully digital,
Pro Tools based Dupont Circle
St udio; has worked w/ Jay-Z,
Roni Size, IIITV. Crystal
Waters, Wynton Marsal is &
many others. Beats available.
(202) 332-8494

. R · NOSIER!

Lost
Cash Refund

HAWAII

WE ALL JUGGLE
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USA ■ CANADA ■

backpacking, cruises, tours ond more
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$283
EURAIL PASSES Prom $249
$18
HIP HOTELS Prom
(domest:lc and lnter-nattonal)
LONDON Por

Shani,
Thanks for the corrections!

KAH--

- - - - -- - - - - --1 We haven't heard Cher in
For Sale

------------1

n while... and we STILL
don't miss it!

Free facial.lmanicure or pedicure
with purchase of an hour massage. David,
• Senices pro,·ided by liscensed
Way to pick up the extra
cosmotoligists and alumni at Md. slack ... You ·re the best.
home bused salon.
O ther specials for graduate stu- 51 Down, 5 more to go :-(
dents and HU staff.
CaU Claude (301) 927-3848

---~.....,,,..------1

Josef,
Are you feeling it yet? It
_ _A
_T_l _E_N_T I_O_N_ G
_ RA_D_--1 will only get worse! Ha ha
ha!
ST UDENTS!

For Rent

HU Alum has 2 newly renovated
apartments available near campus,
(#1) 2 bedroom+ den - S1150 +
utilities,
(#2) 1 bedroom +den, $925 +
utilities,
Call 202-722-1471 to see

B6

Staff-- you are the best!
Keep up the good work.
We are almost through ...
EiC

The Hilltop
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